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ABSTRACT

Although numerous books on the art of heraldry are extant, 

they provide only the history of heraldry and the manner in which a 

coat-of-arms is developed, as well as examples of various individual 

arms. These books do not offer the theatre technician or the direc

tor the rationale for using heraldry on the stage or techniques for 

reproducing heraldic devices for the stage.

This thesis examines the reasons for and traditional uses of 

heraldic devices as well as discussing some practical methods of re

production for the stage which will enable a director and his 

technical staff to reduce the number of hours spent in research and 

design and enable them to decide more easily how many and what type 

of devices they wish to use,



CHAPTER I

REASONS FOR HERALDIC DEVICES ' ;

Mankind has a love of symbols„ It is a love which 
dates rback to the first rude device erected as a tribal 
emblem, and which is typified today by such things as 
national flags, political badges, the colours and stand
ards of the army, trade marks . . . and, finally, armorial 
achievements (Rogers 1955:17)„

Man"s love of symbols has not been confined to personal us

age 0 From the earliest times some form of corporate symbolism has 

been borne by governments and soldiers * In the beginning such sym

bolism was often connected with the state religion, Egyptian 

soldiers fought under the image of a hawk, the emblem of the god 

Horus, Athenians used an owl in their ensigns, the bird sacred to 

Athena, protector of the city. The Israelites were ordered by God 

to put tassels on the corners of their robes and to tie each tassel 

with a blue cord so that they were easily identified as Israelites* 

But these symbols were not personal; they were not the peculiar 

property of an individual and did not serve to separate him from his 

fellows * To be sure, one might speak of Levi , the tentmaker who is 

an Israelite* The identification as an Israelite serves to separate 

Levi from his fellow tentmakers but does not separate him from other 

Israelites* His trade as tentmaker does this * Corporate identity 

served only to separate one group of people from another*.
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The method of separating one man's identity from another 

known as heraldry is peculiar to western Europe. Except for Japan, 

no other part of the world has developed a system of hereditary 

identification. The Japanese mons (Fig. 1. This Fig. and the fol

lowing Figs. have been rendered by the writer.) are essentially 

family symbols rather than personal or individual symbols and are 

used very much as Europeans use heraldic devices. Unlike European 

heraldry, the mon does not seem to have been intended primarily for 

battlefield identification (Fox-Davies 1961:12-13).

Fig. 1. Mon of the House of Minamoto Ashikaya, 1336-1573.

History

So far as records can establish, heraldry as known today de

veloped nearly simultaneously in all western European countries 

about the middle of the twelfth century. The Bayeux Tapestries show 

that as early as 1066 some shield decorations were in use. However, 

individuals who reappear in the tapestries have different decora

tions on their shields at each appearance, perhaps a cross in one 

tapestry and an eagle in another, with no apparent consistency in



the use of the devices <> And there is no way of determining whether 

such devices were actually used by the warriors or merely added by 

the tapestry makers to make the pattern more attractive. In 1097:) 

at the beginning of the First Crusade, Anna Comnena, daughter of ’ 

the Emperor of Constantinople, wrote a description of the western 

knights and specifically noted that their shields were plain (Pine 

1966:20)* Shortly after the First Crusade, evidence of the begin

nings of heraldry/began to appear in seals which usually showed the 

owner-knight on horseback, bearing a decorated shield. Scott-Giles 

(1950:4) suggests that the effigy of Geoffrey d IAnjou who died in 

1151 is the earliest definite example of heraldry, as the lioncels 

on his shield reappear as the lions of England on the seals of his 

grandson, Richard I, Therefore, Richard apparently inherited the 

right to use the lion figures which were his grandfather's personal 

battlefield identification.

There are several probable reasons for the simultaneous de

velopment of heraldry throughout Europe0 The first is due to the 

First Crusade. Although the European knights did not decorate their 

shields, the Turkish leaders did,and,_ in the opinions of Pine 

(1966:20) and Kephart (1964:25-29), the European leaders realized 

that there were,definite advantages to being identified by a simple 

symbol which all their men could recognize* Secondly, with the de

velopment of plate armour which effectively hid all of a knight's 

most recognizable features, the necessity of being able to
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differentiate one knight from another also developed„ Finally, tour

naments as a knightly pastime grew in popularity, and a man traveling 

around the country needed to have a device by which strangers could 

recognize him. If his reputation had traveled before him, the ap

pearance of his trademark on his shield served to remind everyone of 

his prowess as a fighter. And, as knights all over Europe fought in 

the First Crusade, followed the new fashion in plate armour, and par

ticipated in tournaments, so the custom of adopting a particular 

symbol as one1s own became common all over Europe,

Through the inheritance of arms heraldry itself became he

reditary, When a man died, his eldest son inherited his sword, 

shield, and armour. The father's symbol was painted on the shield, 

already familiar to liegemen and followers, and the son kept the de

vice for his own. As an added advantage, if the father had been a 

particularly successful fighter, the son might be assumed to be just 

as good as if he carried his father's arms and symbols. So heraldry 

acquired the two.defining characteristics; one, association with 

armour, and two, inheritance.

The earliest heraldic devices were probably not intended to 

be symbolic, Scott-Giles (1965:2) says "the utilitarian motive pre

vailed, and symbolism was a matter of secondary importance," Because 

arms needed to be recognized from a distance, simple designs and 

bright colors were used. At first the metal bands applied to 

strengthen a shield were simply painted a different color from the



rest of the shield0 Eventually, these decorations became more com

plex, and the need developed for some way of remembering who carried 

which sign.

The answer to this need was the herald. . During the medieval 

period, heralds were specifically responsible for knowing all the 

various devices which were in use on shields and flags. They were 

expected to advise a warrior as to which devices he might safely as

sume without duplication. During peacetime, heralds conducted 

tournaments, organized the investiture of a.knight, and generally 

supervised all ceremonies connected with arms. During war, heralds 

were especially privileged, enjoying a form of perpetual immunity 

from attack, so that they might safely pass between the battle lines 

with messages from one leader to another. They carried proposals, 

challenges, and surrenders. Before a battle, the heralds observed 

the enemy.flags and shields and reported which warriors were present. 

After a battle, they canvassed the field and noted who had been 

killed or captured. After the decline of heraldry on the battlefield, 

heralds became essentially court functionaries, overseeing ceremon

ies, supervising protocol, and developing new coats-of-arms0

Armour and shields became useless with the development of 

gunpowder, and the use of banners and flags declined. In England, 

the Tudors eliminated the old feudal levy and consolidated soldiers 

into a single army which fought for the Crown. The same procedure 

gradually developed throughout the rest of Europe, and eventually



armies massed under governmental banners and symbols instead of the 

standards of their feudal overlords <, Although traditional heraldry 

declined in military usefulness, a' form of heraldry has been re

tained by the military in the shape of regimental and divisional 

flags and badges„ A regimental badge on the shoulder of a twentieth 

century military man functions in the same manner as the white rose 

in the helmet of some Yorkist soldier. The badge and the rose tell 

the onlooker where the warrior belongs and identify him.

Although decreasing in military importance, heraldry grew 

more important as a form of personal or domestic identification.

By the sixteenth century, a man!s ancestry was important to his so

cial standing, and the easiest way of demonstrating ancestry was to 

display a family coat-of-arms (see Appendix E for Glossary of 

Heraldic Terms). In this way heraldry became a type of trademark 

indicating the quality of the bearer. Sixteenth century man and his 

descendants displayed their arms and devices in every way they 

could, causing heraldry to become an important part of the decora

tive arts o By the nineteenth century, however, the heraldic 

trademark ceased to become purely personal. Schools, clubs, towns, 

and businesses saw the advantage of having their own trademarks and 

developed arms of their own as identification. Eventually, highly 

complicated symbols became simplified and gradually evolved into the 

trademarks, badges, and insignia common to the twentieth century.



At the same time that organizations began to adopt heraldic 

trademarks, traditional heraldry developed a new facet as a status 

symbol. The rising middle class, gaining wealth and importance 

through the Industrial Revolution, still found themselves socially 

unacceptable to the aristocracy. Many of these new rich sought to 

glorify or obscure their origins by obtaining the right to bear 

arms, a privilege traditionally granted by the ruling monarch. The 

responsibilities for granting arms were generally delegated to the 

national heralds. In the late nineteenth century, a wealthy indus

trialist applied to his national college of arms and eventually 

received a grant of arms. Thereafter, he was free to display his 

new coat-of-arms any way he chose. Today, most European countries 

still maintain colleges of arms, even though these countries may no 

longer be monarchies, and one may still obtain a grant of arms from 

these colleges. In the United States, many citizens apply to the 

college of arms in the country of their family origin and receive a 

grant or patent. These people have the right to bear and display 

their arms as they see fit. Other people, however, merely adopt the 

hereditary arms of a family with the same last name.

Traditional Usage 

Although heraldic display today is usually confined to a 

plaque with a full color rendering of the family coat-of-arms hung 

in the front hall, traditional usage is much more varied, The he

raldic devices of an individual or family include the decorated
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shield and attendant badges, crests, and livery colors» Today a 

good deal of confusion often exists as to the difference between a 

crest and a badge0 According to Fox-Davies (1961:456) "The crest 

was the ornament upon the helmet, seldom if ever actually worn, and 

never used except by the person to whom it belonged„" Crests began * 

to appear about the time of Richard I in England but were not com

mon until the early 1300fs (Blair 1959:30-31), Apparently these 

crests were merely decorative, fans, feathers, and so forth. In 

Germany, from about 1300 to 1340, two curving horns were popular.

The effigies and seals of French and English soldiers of the 1300!s 

also show assorted animals and bird heads as crests. These crested 

helms are believed to have been used ceremonially rather than prac

tically, and they began to go out of use early in the fifteenth 

century, except for tournaments, x

Badges, however, were a different matter, Franklyn (1965:17) 

defines a badge as "a device adopted by a community to declare its 

cohesion,” In other words, a badge can serve to identify a group 

organization. Heraldically, Rogers, (1955:95) defines a badge as "an 

emblem which is associated with, but not part of, an achievement of 

arms and which is officially recognized," The origin of heraldic 

badges is not known, but they were in general use from the fourteenth 

century to the middle of the sixteenth century. Badges, like the 

crest, were the personal property of the head of the family, the 

owner of the heraldic achievement. Badges, however, were a stamp of
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ownershipe A man's servants wore his badge on their backs, chests, 

or sleeves, and soldiers in his service wore his badge as did fam

ily members who owed him feudal service* The badge was stamped on

belongings and embroidered on standards or ensigns. If the man 

were powerful enough to lead a political party, his followers often 

wore his badge as a sign of political allegiance. The most common 

example of this political usage appeared during the English Wars of 

the Roses when adherants of either side wore a red rose or a white 

to advertise their sympathies *

In addition to badges identifying ownership, a limited prac

tice existed of adopting a personal badge, Richard II of EngTand 

adopted a radiant sun as his personal trademark, a symbol used later 

by Louis XIV of France, the "Sun King." Such a badge was not a mark

of ownership or of ancestry but was, instead, a symbol of the man

himselfo Richard II had this symbol embroidered on some of his 

clothing, Louis had the device cast in bronze doors and painted on 

screens in the beautiful palaces he built* (

Just as there was no fixed manner of usage for badges, 

neither was there any fixed form. Where badges appear as a matter 

of record, they are displayed on some sort of background such as a 

battle standard or colored glass roundels in stained glass windows* 

Fox-Davies (1961:463) suggests that the colors of these roundels are 

probably the livery colors of the badge-owner, Also, badges were 

generally very simple, usually a single symbol. The Tudor Rose



(Fig. 2) is an excellent example, usually shown as a small white or 

red rose superimposed on a larger rose of the opposite color.

Fig. 2. The Tudor Rose, A Typical Badge .

Badges commonly appeared on saddlebags, tableware, book bind 

ings, belt buckles, buttons--any object which today would normally 

bear the owner's initials. From the sixteenth century on, badges as 

marks of ownership were generally replaced by the coat-of-arms ex

cept on those objects that were too small for the arms to show 

clearly.

The coat-of-arms first appeared on the battlefield as the 

formalized decoration on a knight's shield. His badges and mottoes 

were displayed on flags or standards made up of his livery colors. 

These, the livery colors, were usually the first metal, gold or sil

ver, and the first color named in a description of the knight's 

coat-of-arms although some livery colors were chosen arbitrarily, 

particularly those of the English royal family from Edward III to 

Henry VIII. The knight's armour, although often painted black to



prevent rusting, was rarely decorated heraldically. Ceremonial arm

our from the sixteenth century was usually heavily decorated by 

engraving, etching, and inlay, but heraldic devices were still rare*

'Blair (1959:46) suggests that the ailettes, shoulder pieces which 

projected up on either side of the head, might have been used for 

heraldic purposes irrom the fourteenth century on.

While a knight's armour was not normally decorated, that of 

his horse was. The owner's coat-of-arms or badges or both commonly 

appeared on his horse armour, and the horse, particularly for cere

monial purposes, was additionally draped with a cloth decorated with 

the owner's arms. The knight did, however, wear a decorated coat 

over his armour. Fig, 3 shows a knight and his horse in full heral

dic dress. In the thirteenth century, the knight's armour covering 

was the surcoat, a loose, flowing robe, slit front and back below 

the waist for ease in riding. The surcoat was not always charged or 

decorated with the owner's arms, but the fourteenth century jupon 

was always charged (Rogers 1955:242), The jupon, a short, loose, 

and sleeveless garment, eventually became closely fitted. The fif

teenth century tabard was a loose jupon with wide sleeves. The 

tabard was charged both front and back and on each sleeve with the 

owner's arms (Fig* 4a) and eventually became the official dress for 

heralds.

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, heraldry be

came popular as personal adornment. The mantle (Fig. 4b) was a long
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Fig. 3. A Knight and His Horse in Full Heraldic Dress in 
the Style of a Medieval Manuscript.
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V \ 0 0

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4. Types of Heraldic Clothing -- (a) The tabard; 
(b) the mantle; (c) a woman's gown.



cloak falling from shoulder to foot and charged with the wearer's 

arms o The mantle was worn over armour or civilian clothing by both 

men and women, usually for ceremonial occasions* Men wore both 

long and short gowns charged with their arms, and women wore heral

dic dresses o While a man always wore or displayed only those arms 

to which he was entitled, those he had been awarded by his king, had 

inherited, or had acquired by marrying an heraldic heiress, a wom

en's right to arms was quite different. An unmarried woman normally 

displayed or wore her father's arms. An unmarried woman with her 

own right to arms, either by inheritance or grant, always displayed 

her own arms. A married woman with no arms of her own wore or dis

played those of her husband. A married woman with her own arms 

displayed them side by side with her husband's. The wife's arms al

ways appeared to the viewer's right and the husband's to the left 

(Fig. 4c).

•Heraldry appeared in other, less gaudy, fashions. When 

parti-colored clothing became popular, a subtle compliment was paid 

when a person appeared in the livery colors of his overlord or 

sweetheart. Gloves were commonly embroidered with arms. Severn 

(1965:15) writes of jeweled priests' gloves "of colored silk and 

satin, embroidered with sacred emblems, coats of arms and other in

signia. " Livery collars, heavy decorative chains, were also popular, 

especially in the fifteenth century. Woodward and Burnett (1892:11, 

597) describe these collars as being "composed of the badges or
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devices of a house and often having the principal badge as a pen

dant 0 H Such collars were often issued by a monarch as a badge of 

officeo The modern collars of various honorary orders may also be 

considered livery collars.

With changes in fashion and the decline of feudal warfare', 

heraldry became less popular for personal adornment and more popu

lar for decoration. From the fourteenth century on, heraldic designs 

or medallions were extremely popular as tapestry patterns (Viale 

1969:25), Needlework was a popular pastime for women, and they ex

ercised their skills on numerous objects. Rodier (1931:137, 218) 

refers to towels in the household of Charles V of France being em

broidered with the royal fleur-de-lis and to a set of bed hangings 

belonging to Cardinal Mazarin which were worked with the initials 

and arms of Queen Anne of Austria. Industrious women made embroi

dered or tapestry fire screens, cushions, slippers, and covers for 

chairs,. footstools, books, and beds, Anything which could be woven, 

embroidered, or otherwise worked with a needle was liable to be dec

orated with a coat-of-armso

Anything leather which could be stamped with a coat-of-arms 

usually was, often in gold leaf. The eldest son of James I of Eng

land had all his, books specially bound and stamped with his badge, 

the three feathers of the Prince of Wales (Sitwell 1945:31), Saddle 

leathers and saddlebags, belts and gauntlet cuffs, were all subject 

to heraldic decoration. Coats-of-arms were engraved on silver table
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services, cups, coffee and teapots, and the blades of ceremonial 

swords„ Metal was cast in heraldic designs for sword hilts, medal

lions to be applied to almost anything, buckles, and brooches.

Scots Highlanders fastened their tartans with a brooch bearing the 

badge of the clan chiefe Furniture, particularly screens, chairs, 

chests, and sideboards, was carved with the family coat-of-arms. 

Painted arms on the back panel of hall chairs became fashionable in 

the early part of the eighteenth.century, a custom which lasted un

til the end of the nineteenth century (Symonds and Whineray 1962:67).

The craze for displaying arms marked architectural design 

and decor from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. Common in 

the Elizabethan period was the colored frieze just below the ceiling 

of a great hail or dining room which displayed scenes of all sorts 

and incorporated someone’s arms, usually those of the householder. 

During this same period in France, della Robbia began using colored 

terra cotta for heraldic decoration. Blunt (1953:24) describes a 

mantelpiece bearing the French Royal Arms which was in the Chateau de 

Madrid. In England, Cardinal Wolsey was the first to use this terra 

cotta technique to decorate the outside of a building when he built 

Hampton Court. This exterior decor was unusual, however, as during 

this period such decoration was generally confined to the interior, 

coats-of-arms appearing in elaborately carved overmantels, cast-iron 

firebacks, decorated ceilings, and glazed windows (Hope 1913:340 ff). 

During the early seventeenth century, heraldry reached a peak in
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exterior decoration. Coats-of-arms, usually carved in stone, ap

peared over doorways and windows and under roof peaks. Fantastic 

beasts holding shields sat on gateposts, or the arms were carved; 

on the posts themselves or wrought in the iron of the gates. ; • 

Heraldic decor spilled over from the secular world to the 

religious. One of the richest sources of historic heraldry, the 

arms, crests, and badges, and the manner of their display, can be 

found in the churches of Europe on and around tombs. Sitwell 

(1945:12) says of the Elizabethan tombs %any dead persons . . . 

are lying in what is practically a garden pavilion or gazebo in the 

middle of the church, but it is a capricious architecture that 

looked prettier on parchment, and is emblazoned with their arms." 

Earlier than this period and most valuable for modes of heraldic 

dress are the monumental brasses. These brass effigies display 

armorial bearings in various ways, most commonly on shields above 

or below the effigy which is often dressed in armour and surcoat, 

in the case of a man, or an heraldic mantle, in the case of,a woman. . 

Elsewhere in these churches are.tapestries and other hangings, 

stained glass windows, heraldic paintings, and bosses on the ceil

ings. Ancient church vestments, upholstery, and carpets also display 

coats-of-arms, usually those of former prelates who served the 

church. The Chapel of Saint George at Windsor Castle, religious cen

ter for England's Order of the Garter, displays the full armorial 

achievement of each knight above his stall. Finally, the ironwork,
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communion rails, swordre's ts, chancel screens, and gates, are all sub

ject to reliefs or paintings of arms.

In the beginning of the richest part of feudal heraldry, the 

French historian, Jean Froissart described a French fleet preparing 

to invade England in 1386: "All the great lords made a common ef

fort to stock their ships well and to have them painted and colored, 

emblazoning them each with his own arms and devices „ . . „ The masts", 

were painted from top to bottom, and some, in a display of magnifi

cence, were covered with gold leaf, the arms of the owner being 

fixed at the head" (Thompson 1966:185)* After the fourteenth cen

tury , the glory began to decline* At the time of the Commonwealth 

in England, formal heraldic display was nearly eliminated, and west

ern Europe experienced a similar decline* From the middle of the 

seventeenth century on, little was done with heraldic display ex

cept for coronations, royal weddings and funerals. The practice 

still exists in some parts of Europe to display hatchments at the 

death of someone who bore arms* Hatchments are the arms painted on 

a lozenge-shaped panel of wood or canvas and enclosed in a black 

frame. The hatchment is hung on the front of the deceased!s house 

and may later be removed to his tomb, but the custom of carrying the 

hatchment atN the head of the funeral procession with the mourners 

following in strict order of precedence ceased at the end of the 

seventeenth century.
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Stage Usage

Heraldic devices were originally intended to identify the 

bearer3 even after the decline of feudal warfare and the relega

tion of heraldry to;primarily decorative uses 6 This purpose of 

identification should be kept in mind for stage usage, and each de

vice and the rationale for the symbol?s appearance on stage should 

be clear to the audience„ There are three good reasons why her

aldry should be used on stage» The first two, identification and 

decoration, are traditional reasons for using heraldry. Heraldic 

devices can separate different actors for the audience, particu

larly in battle scenes where the action is often confusing and the 

costumes similar. These devices can also be used to enhance and en

rich the set and costume decor, making the stage more visually 

interesting. The third reason rests in the playwright Ts dictates, 

for the dramatist may make definite script reference to battle flags 

or standards, a man1s coat-of-arms or his badges. Richard III 

(Shakespeare 1961:302) opens with the lines "Now is the winter of 

our discontent / Made glorious summer by this sun of YorkJ" a pun

ning reference to Edward TV's badge of the shining sun. Robert 

Bolt, author of VivatJ Vivat Reginaj (1971), requires that the stage 

be divided into two separate areas for Elizabeth I and Mary, Queen 

of Scots, by the presence of the Royal Banners of England and Scot

land.

Once the decision to use heraldry has been reached, the de

signer should consider how heraldry can best be used to enhance the



productiono An understanding of formal blazoning, the traditional 

techniques and terminology of reproducing arms and devices, is 

first necessary. Next, practical methods of reproducing these arms 

and devices for the stage must be considered, and finally, the de

gree to which heraldry will be used within the limits of practical 

and historical considerations must be decided.



CHAPTER II

FORMAL HERALDRY

Parts of an Achievement 

A consideration of the parts of an achievement is first 

necessary to understand formal blazoning, or the art of drawing a 

coat-of-arms, An achievement (Fig, 5) is considered to be the com

plete picture of a person's arms and includes the shield; the 

helmet; the torse, or wreath, and mantling; the coronet or the 

crown; the crest; the supporters; and the motto. Badges associated 

with a particular coat-of-arms are not considered part of the 

achievement although they may be used to decorate the borders of a 

blazon, the official rendering.

The shield is that portion of the achievement which bears 

the picture of the coat-of-arms proper. Shields may be drawn in 

several fashions, but the arms of a man are usually displayed on 

the pointed Norman shield (Fig. 6a) and those of a woman on a 

lozenge-shaped shield (Fig, 6b). A woman's achievement is usually

limited to the shield unless she is a peeress in her own right. In
)

this case, her arms are blazoned with the shield, coronet, support

ers, and motto only, and the shield is still lozenge-shaped. 

Generally the Norman shield is drawn vertically but may, for the

21
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D  E  N

Fig„ 5. An Achievement of Arms for an Imaginary Peer of 
England -- (a) Crest, (b) mantling, (c) coronet,
(d) torse, (e) helmet, (f) supporter, (g) shield, 
(h) motto.
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(b)

Fig. 6. Shields Normally Used in Blazoning -- (a) Norman shield 
used for men; (b) lozenge-shaped shield used for women.

sake of interest, be tilted to the left so that the right-hand corner 

is uppermost (Fig. 5).

The helmet is placed over the shield and indicates the bear

er's rank from gentleman to king. The shape of the helmet, the metal 

of which the helmet is made, and the helmet's position on the shield 

are all variants which declare rank. A king's helmet, for instance, 

is gold and faces forward. The helmet is surrounded by the torse 

and the mantling. The torse is the wreath of twisted cloth which or

iginally held the mantling on the helmet. The mantling is the piece 

of cloth worn in battle to protect the knight from the sun. The torse 

is, of course, highly formalized in blazoning. Rather than encir

cling the helmet, the torse sits on top and is drawn with six twists 

in two alternating colors. The colors are the first metallic color



and the first natural color in the written description of the arms „ 

The mantling uses the same two colors» The metal appears first in 

the torse and is considered the face of the mantling while the color 

is the reverse. There are a few, specialized variations on this 

method of coloring the torse and mantling, as well as many methods 

of drawing the latter. A comprehensive source book on heraldry (see 

Appendix A) will discuss these variations and methods and give ex

amples e

The coronet or crown is included in an achievement only if 

the bearer is a peer or a member of the royalty, the design dic

tated by the rank of the bearer. The coronet or crown may sit 

directly on the helmet, substituting for the torse, in which case 

the mantling flows from under the coronet, or the torse, may be in

cluded with the coronet on top. A churchman replaces the coronet 

with a mitre if he is a bishop or an archbishop, and the Pope uses 

a tiara or the triple crown. The crest is placed on the torse if 

there is no crown or coronet. If either is included, the crest 

rises out of or sits upon the crown or coronet, depending upon the 

construction of the coronet, the crown, and the crest, a detail 

generally left to the artistic discretion of the interpreter. Crests 

can be anything from a galleon in full sail to a swimming fish to 

an entire forest, and crests are often difficult to include in an 

achievement as their very character may require that they be drawn 

out of proportion to the rest of the achievement. A test of the



skill of the interpreter is to blazon an achievement with a balanced 

cresto

The crest is not necessarily the same as a badge although 

this may be the case. A petitioning of the College of Arms for -the 

right to include a crest in the achievement became fashionable in 

England during the Tudor and Stuart periods. Before the time crests 

were not common9 and often a family3 in choosing a crest, selected 

one or more of their badges which were particularly well known. In 

researching heraldry for a given play, the interpreter will usually 

find that the arms of the more prominent characters are listed in 

any sound source such as those in Appendix A and will include a dis

tinction between the crest and the badges. In the case of more 

obscure characters where the interpreter must do his own research, 

mentions of badges will be found more frequently than those of crests 

Therefore a man's badge is easier to ascertain than his crest, and 

when doubt exists as to the crest, the latter should be eliminated.

The supporters are the creatures which hold up the shield. 

They are generally animals, real or imaginary. Frequently, however, 

human figures are used and occasionally trees or columns. The sup

porters hold only the shield, not the entire achievement, and many 

coats-of-arms have no supporters.at all. In fact, the latter situa

tion is the most common except in the case of a high-ranking person. 

The supporters, when present, usually stand on the scroll below the 

shield which displays the motto. Mottoes generally express some
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lofty sentiment and often refer to the name of the bearer or to a 

device included in the coat-of-arms. While the scroll may be any 

color, usually the colors of the mantling are repeated, and the 

motto may be in any language0

Tinctures, Partitioning, and Ordinaries 

During the rise of heraldry, a special terminology was de

veloped to describe a coat-of-arms so to be understood by any herald. 

Many of the terms were derived from the medieval French and are still 

in use today. In general, this text will use the English equivalent 

after the first reference.

At the same time the terminology developed, the techniques 

of design also developed. Originally, boldness and simplicity gov

erned the design. A coat-of-arms had to be recognizable from great 

distances. The tinctures (colors) were also ruled by these consider

ations, and the practice of not placing a color on a color (red on 

blue) or a metal on a metal (gold on silver) was also due to the need 

for clarity. The seventeenth century system for representing tinc

tures in black and white is shown in Fig. 7. Two metals, or. (gold), 

and argent (silver), and five colors, gules ( r e d ) azure (blue), vert 

(green), purpre (purple), and sable (black), were commonly used al

though some European countries, particularly the German states, used 

other colors. Black was considered a neutral color and could be 

placed on or under red, blue, green, or purple. Besides the tinc

tures , furs were often represented. The royal furs were ermine,



or (gold)

azure (blue)

vert (green)

argent (silver)

n

gules (red)

purpre (purple)

sable (black)

^  A

vair

• •

ermine pattern

counter-vair

Fig. 7. The Seventeenth Century Method of Reproducing 
Tinctures and Furs in Black and White.



which was white with black tufts; ermines, black with white tufts; 

erminois, gold with black tufts; and paen, black with gold tufts.

All four were drawn basically the same way' (Fig. 7), allowing for the 

change in color. *Apother common fur was vair, a type of blue-gray 

squirrel fur. , Vair is commonly colored blue and silver and is drawn 

two different ways representing two methods of laying the skin 

(Fig. 7)o Besides the tinctures and furs, any object in a 

coat-of-arms could be colored in natural colors, called propre 

(proper). For instance, a tree propre would have a brown trunk and 

green leaves. This method of coloration was most common, from the 

seventeenth century on.

Heraldic artists in the middle ages used pure, clear colors 

in their blazonings, a practice still followed today. One major 

variation was often followed and occasionally demanded. If a per

son’s arms used primarily the same tinctures which appeared in the 

arms ̂ of his king, he varied the colors somewhat. , For instance, if 

an English knight bore a gold bear on a red shield, he would use a 

red other than the usual scarlet. He might choose maroon or claret 

in order that his shield could not possibly be mistaken for the 

king’s gold lions on a red shield. This was not only a courtesy to 

the king but made the king instantly identifiable on the battlefield 

to all his men. This same custom is continued today in the matter 

of livery colors. The Royal livery of England is scarlet and gold.
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Anyone else whose livery would normally be scarlet and gold usually 

uses a different shade of red.

Although the colors used were commonly as pure as possible, 

the metals were rarely actually silver or gold. There were practi

cal reasons for this. Gold and silver were expensive, and silver 

tarnished, appearing gray. Therefore, yellow was substituted for 

gold except on objects which would not suffer hard use and would re

tain the expensive gold leaf, and white was almost always substituted 

for silver. Even today silver paint is impractical for blazoning un

less the object can be protected from tarnishing. As yellow and 

white were not normally used otherwise in blazoning, this substitu

tion was highly convenient.

Partings, or the methods of dividing a shield into different 

tinctures, always follow the lines of one or more of the Honorable 

Ordinaries. The Honorable Ordinaries (Fig. 8) are the earliest meth

ods used to differentiate shields. They are considered to have 

derived from the bands applied to shields for added strength (Grant 

1952:111; Scott-Giles 1965:4). The Honorable Ordinaries include the 

chief, the f ess , the pale, the bend and the bend sinis tr.e,., the...cross ,‘ 

and the saltire. Contrary to popular opinion, the bend sinistre was 

not primarily a mark of bastardy. Many other marks were often used 

to designate illigitimacy (Fox-Davies 1961:389-401).

The directions dexter (right) and sinistre (left) refer to 

the direction an object faces from the point of view of the
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(e)

(a)

(d)

(8)

(c)

Fig. 8. The Honorable Ordinaries -- (a) The chief, 
(b) the fess, (c) the pale, (d) the bend,
(e) the bend sinistre, (f) the cross, and 
(g) the saltire .
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shield-bearer,'not as the shield appears to others» To the actor, 

dexter is stage right, and sinistre is stage left.

Although the lines of a partition always follow those of the 

Honorable Ordinaries, the lines are not always straight. There are 

many kinds of partitioning lines, the most common being shown in 

Fig. 9.

The sub-orbinaries are included with the Honorable Ordinaries 

as the oldest methods of differentiation. Those shown in Fig. 10 

are the most common» The Honorable Ordinaries and the sub-ordinaries 

appear both plain and with added charges in all periods of heraldic 

history. Extreme simplicity in a design is not, therefore, an indi

cation of age.

One extra sub-ordinary, the label, is very common and often 

confusing. Although considered one of the sub-ordinaries,'the label 

is usually used to indicate that the bearer is not the head of the 

family. The label may be either plain or charged. In Fig. 11a, the 

father's arms are shown as a saltire in a plain shield. The arms of 

his eldest son are shown in Fig. lib, a saltire on a plain shield . 

with a label of three points. Labels usually had either three or 

five points, the five-pointed label generally being used by grand

sons. The second son (Fig. 11c) also uses a label of three points, 

-but in this case, three roundels have been added to differentiate 

the arms of son number two from those of son number one; In the 

first few centuries of heraldic history there were no rules regarding
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invected (points inward)

engrailed (points outward)

wavy (unde)

embattled (crenelle)

nebuly

indented

dance tteZ

dovetailed

potent

angled

bevilled

escartelle 

nowy (franch/)

Fig. 9. The Most Common Lines of Partition.
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(a)

(d)

(g)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 10. The Most Common Sub-Ordinaries -- (a) Annulet, 
(b) lozenge, (c) bordure, (d) canton, (e) roun
del, (f) fret, (g) pile.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. The Use of the Label for Differentiation -- 
(a) The father's arms, (b) the eldest son's 
arms, (c) the second son's arms.
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the charges used for differentiation, but by the eighteenth cen

tury certain symbols became the usual ones 0 Any standard history 

of heraldry (see Appendix A) will provide examples,

A final facet of partitioning must be considered, the quar

tering of arms. Originally, each bearer of arms had a simple shield 

decorated in a simple pattern. Eventually someone inherited two sets 

of arms, one from his father and one from his mother, both of which 

he had a perfect right to display. In order to show both coats on 

a single shield, he divided the shield vertically (per pale), and 

placed his fatherfs arms in one half and his mother fs in the other.

Or he could divide his shield both vertically and horizontally (per 

cross), forming quarters. Treating each quarter as an individual 

shield, he could then place his father's arms in the upper right 

(quarter 1) and the lower left (quarter 4) and his mother's arms in 

the upper left (quarter 2) and the lower right (quarter 3). The 

right half of a shield or the first quarter were considered places of 

honor. The father's arms would normally be placed in these locations 

unless the mother's arms were very much more important when they 

would be given the place of honor.

This method of partitioning is always called quartering, even 

if the divisions are more or less than four. Unfortunately, par- 

tioning can become very complicated and often does. From the late 

seventeenth century through the early part of the nineteenth century, 

many people determinedly squeezed onto their shield every coat-of-arms



to which they had a right, and a few to which they had no right at 

all, in order to make the family history look important. These 

quarterings sometimes amounted to thirty-two different coats crammed 

onto one shield. The original intention of boldness and clarity was 

entirely lost. Today, people entitled to many coats-of-arms usually 

place only the four most important ones on their shields.

Charges

A charge is any object or design other than an ordinary or

sub-ordinary which is used to decorate a shield, A charge may be

placed on the shield or on any ordinaries or sub-ordinaries. A 

charge is not necessarily symbolic or punning but may be either or 

both. However, a charge should not be assumed to have a symbolic 

meaning. The cross is the most common charge. The presence of a 

cross in a coat-of-arms does not mean that someone in the family 

went on,a crusade, was anywhere near the Holy Land, or performed 

some important religious service. A cross may, of course, mean any 

of these but in general probably does not. A cross-charge is not 

the same as a cross-ordinary. The ends of the cross-ordinary extend 

to the edges of the shield while those of a cross-charge stop short 

of the edges. There are many different forms of the cross-charge, 

some of which are shown in Fig. 12.

Most other charges fall into the categories of animals and

animalrlike monsters, birds, vegetation, and human and human-like
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(b)

(e)

(h)

(a)

(d)

(g)

(c) V

Fig. 12. Charges -- The most common forms of the cross:
(a) cross, (b) cross potent, (c) cross-crosslet,
(d) cross formy (patte), (e) cross flory,
(f) cross botonny, (g) Passion Cross, (h) cross 
moline, (i) cross patonce.
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figures» Before discussing examples of these charges, a point to 

remember is that medieval artists were not very good draftsmen, and 

the.majority of them had never seen many of the items they were ex

pected to draw on a shield. Consequentially, charges were usually 

highly stylized and imaginative, and some representations are wildly 

inaccurate<> An heraldic tiger, for instance, has spots and a horn 

on its noseo When blazoning a coat-of-arms, no attempt to correct 

the heraldic form should be made as these forms are understood and 

accepted by all heralds and heraldic interpreters, and the medieval 

versions are much more charming than any more realistic form.

The largest group of charges is that of animals and animal

like figures. The lion is the most common of the animals and 

perhaps the most important, Rogers (1955:49 ff) says that originally 

the lion was the only charge. The lion is a case of a symbolic 

charge as the animal was regarded as being royal and endowed with 

courage, strength, fearlessness, loyalty, and assorted other vir

tues o Whether the original bearers of lions were considered as 

marvelous as the animal or whether they just hoped they were is not 

known. Lions appear in .five basic positions, rampant, passant, stat- 

ant, couchant, and sejant, A lion rampant stands on one hind foot 

with the other three feet raised, A lion passant stands on three feet 

with one forepaw lifted while a lion statant has all four feet on 

the ground„ A lion couchant is lying down but the head is lifted, 

and a lion sejant is sitting on its hindquarters» All lions look
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to the right,(dexter) unless designated as being guardant or re- 

guardant> The lion guardant appears full-face on the shield as if 

looking at the viewer; the lion reguardant is looking back over its 

shouldero In either case, the bpdy of the lion faces to the right 

unless the description of the arms specifies that the entire animal 

is turned the other way« These descriptions of body and head posi- 

tion also apply to other animals and to human or human-like figures <,

Written descriptions of arms often include the leopard as a 

charge, but the leopard as a smooth-skinned, spotted cat does not 

exist in actual representations of arms« The heraldic leopard is 

actually a lion passant guardant because, for reasons not known 

today, such a lion was considered to be behaving as a leoparde Ref

erences to "the leopards of England" mean the three lions passant 

guardant in the Royal Arms. Almost every other animal appears some

where in heraldry, the boar being the most common after the lion.

Bees are often found in the arms of churches or churchmen as these 

insects are considered to represent industry. Dolphins (porpoises) 

are frequently seen, particularly in France where they appeared on 

the arms of the dauphins„ Dolphins are always depicted embowed 

(curved, head and tail down)e Fish are also a popular charge, and 

an horizontal fish is said to be naiant (swimming) while a fish 

standing on its tail is hauriant0 Popular mythological animals are 

Pegasus, dragons, griffons, and unicorns.

Birds frequently appear as chargers* The eagle is the most 

common heraldic bird and is usually displayed, the body facing
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forward with the head turned to the right9 the wings and legs out

spread, and the tail outspread and pointing down. An eagle may also 

be rising, standing with the wings raised, or close, standing with 

the wings closed. Other-birds are usually shown close or volant 

(flying). The martlet is an heraldic swallow and usually has no feet. 

The heraldic pelican looks like a swan drawn with a very long neck 

and beak, raised wings, and pecking at its own breast. Often the 

pelican is standing in a nest, surrounded by baby pelicans which are 

feeding on the blood dropping from the parent's breast. This con

ceit is due to the popular and mistaken medieval belief that pelicans 

fed their young on their own blood. This belief is a Christian sym

bol of Christ redeeming His children. A final bird which appears 

frequently is the phoenix, always shown as the upper half of an eagle 

displayed rising from fire.

Heraldic flowers are highly stylized (Fig. 13). A cinquefoil 

is a five-petaled flower; a quatrefoil has four petals. A trefoil 

has three petals and a stem. A rose is five-petaled and is generally 

shown with seeds and thorns. Sometimes a rose is slipped, having a 

stem. The fleur-de-lis, the traditional symbol of France, is sup

posed to be a conventional representation of a field lily or iris 

(Rogers 1955:49ff). Trees are usually shown with the fruit and 

leaves drawn very large for easier identification; the oak is the 

most common tree. ,
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(b)

(e)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 13. Charges--Vegetation -- (a) Quatrefoil, (b) trefoil
slipped, (c) cinquefoil, (d) rose, (e) fleur-de-lis,
(f) oak tree.
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Human and human-like figures do not commonly appear on shields 

but are frequently used as crests or supporters. Arms, either whole 

or cut off below the elbow5 and heads are the most usual parts of the 

body to appear on shields, Arms, when they appear, often have some

thing held in the hand such as a cross, a sword, or a flower.

Other charges which appear frequently but fit no particular 

category are the crescent, the escallop, the maunch, the mullet, and 

the water bouget or budget (Fig* 14)„ The crescent is, of course, 

a crescent moon, usually drawn with the horns pointing upward„

Although the crescent was a symbol of the Turks fought during the 

Crusades, the presencetof a crescent in a coat-of-arms does not 

necessarily mean anyone went on a crusade. The escallop is a con

ventionalization of the shell worn as a badge when one was making a 

pilgrimage. This charge was very popular during the Crusades, and, 

unlike the cross and the crescent, the adoption of an escallop often 

did mean that the bearer went on a crusade. Of course, this charge 

is just as likely to mean that the bearer made a pilgrimage to his 

local shrine as all pilgrims wore the shell, not just those going to 

the Holy Land.

The maunch is a depiction of the popular medieval sleeve 

with a long, hanging cuff. The mullet is a five-pointed star. A 

water bouget was a medieval device for carrying water and consisted 

of a yoke with two suspended pouches, usually shown as a bar with 

two curved teardrop shapes attached. As both the maunch and the 

water bouget are unfamiliar objects today, the interpreter would be
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(a) (b)

X X

(e)

Fig. 14. Charges--Inanimate Objects -- (a) Crescent,
(b) escallop, (c) mullet, (d) maunch,
(e) water bouget.



wise to choose very simple, stylized designs for his blazoning0 In 

fact, this rule is a valuable one for drawing all charges. There 

are many sources (Appendix A) for designs, and the interpreter 

should choose those which he can reproduce easily and well and which 

will not be confusing to the audience.



CHAPTER III

APPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STAGE USE

Heraldry can be visually exciting on stage, making a dull 

scene brilliant0 Heraldry can help the audience identify charac

ters. Heraldry can help the director plan his blocking and movement 

if he wishes to emphasize a character's importance. However, her

aldry should be used within the limits of accuracy, not merely to 

satisfy a designer's visual concept.

Limits of Accuracy 

An individual's coat-of-arms is a matter of record. Each 

specific set of shield decorations which has been assigned by a 

nation's heralds is recorded on a roll of arms maintained by the 

national college of arms, just as copyrights and patents are re

corded today. No changes in a coat-of-arms are permitted unless 

certified by the college. Additionally, each coat-of-arms is the 

personal property of the person to which the arms were assigned.

Arms may pass to another individual only by inheritance or by a 

grant from the college of arms. Therefore, when presenting a 

coat-of-arms on stage, no arbitrary changes should be made in the 

shield decorations as heralds and heraldic interpreters, regard such

changes as violations of the precept that a coat-of-arms is governed
. 4 5
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-and protected by the college of arms» Just as a director would avoid 

changing the name of an historical character, so should the director 

avoid changing an historically accurate coat-of-arms, unless a sound 

production reason demands such a change0

However, many coats-of-arms are not suitable for stage use.

A shield with many elaborate quarterings would be difficult for the 

audience to interpret. A shield with a device of a bloody head, for

instance, might not be in keeping with the tone and style of produc

tion. No reason exists which dictates that a particular coat-of-arms 

and the attendant devices must be included in a production of an 

historical play. Every director should feel free to include or ex

clude heraldic devices as he sees fit. If a director finds an

historical character must bear a shield, but that character’s own arms,

are not suitable in the director’s estimation, then the actor may, 

quite correctly, bear a plain shield. Knights did choose to bear 

plain shields occasionally, particularly when they wished to be in- 

cognito.

In the following discussion, the terms heraldry and heraldic 

devices refer to those symbols which, originally associated with ar

mour, are a matter of historical record and which pass from one 

person to another by inheritance.

While a director is free to select those devices he wishes 

to use, his selections should be governed by historical limitations, 

the period and decor of the play, and the specific heraldic require

ments of historical characters. Historical limitations should be the
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first consideration. According to Blair (1959:183), while devices 

were painted on shields from the eleventh century on, coats-of-arms 

as heraldry did not develop until the latter part of the twelfth 

century. As records of devices were not commonly kept prior to the 

development of heraldry, shield decorations, crests, and badges 

which may date from the pre-heraldic period are difficult^to docu

ment. The records are also confused by the assignment of arbitrary 

coats-of-arms to pre-heraldic characters by thirteenth and four

teenth century heralds. During the thirteenth century in England, 

heralds devised a coat-of-arms for Edward the Confessor (10027-1066). 

Richard II of England quartered these newly devised arms with the 

Royal Arms of England, but no record exists that Edward himself bore 

these arms. Because of the difficulty in determining the correct

ness of devices prior to the thirteenth century, specific 

coats-of-arms should, perhaps, be eliminated from productions of 

those plays set in earlier periods. The discussion of the sugges

tive usage of heraldry later in this chapter will offer solutions to 

the problem of the pre-heraldic play. .

Those historical plays which take place after the twelfth 

century should use heraldry according to the period of the play, the 

decor required, and.the characters included. The time period of the 

play will dictate the methods of using many devices. Badges, for 

instance, were most popular for everyone from about 1340 to 1500. 

Thereafter they generally appeared only on servants T livery and
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accessories. Livery collars were common primarily during the fif

teenth century. The heraldic surcoat disappeared during the fashion 

changes of the sixteenth century. In set decor, the supposed date 

of the building or room should be considered. If the set is to rep- 

sent a great hall built in the fourteenth century, the permanent 

heraldic decor (stone carvings, etc.) would date from the time of 

the original construction, although the play,may be set in the nine

teenth century.

In addition to being correct for the period and the decor of 

the play, heraldic devices should be correct for,the character with 

whom they are associated. This is not always an easy problem for 

the director and designer to solve as they must sometimes ascertain 

exactly who the character is. Many of the women in Shakespeare1s 

.history plays are excellent examples of confusing characters. In 

Shakespeare1s Richard II (1961:646-674)* for instance, there are two 

women whose historical identities are somewhat vague. The Queen is 

never identified by name, but historically she is Richard's second 

wife, Isabelle of France, who was a child when Richard died. She 

behaves as a grown woman in the play, however, and often is charac

terized as Anne of Bohemia, Richard's first wife whom he deeply loved. 

If the costume designer wishes to dress the Queen in an heraldic sur

coat or mantle, he should resist the temptation to use the arms of 

the older woman who was then dead. The Queen, in spite of Shakes

peare's change in her apparent age, is Isabelle, and she should wear . 

the arms, to whidh she is entitled, not those of someone else.



The second female character who presents identity problems 

is the Duchess of York. Historically, this character is the Duke 

of York's second wife, his son's stepmotheY. However, when the , 

Duchess pleads for Aumerle before Henry, she is obviously pleading 

for her own son, not her stepson, Shakespeare has eliminated the 

second wife completely, keeping the first wife alive past her time. 

This creates a difficult heraldic situation; the actress cannot wear 

the arms of the second wife because the character is not the second 

wife. Wearing the arms of -the first wife simply points up Shakes-
A

peare's arbitrary change. In this situation, the actress could wear 

either the arms of her husband without the wife's quartering, or the 

actress could forego heraldic devices completely,

A third example of the need for correct identification is 

presented by the character of the Earl of Warwick in the Henry V and 

the Saint Joan plays, There were many Earls of Warwick, and the man 

who burned Joan is often confused with his son-in-law, the Kingmakere 

The first Earl was a Beauchamp, the second a Neville, and the arms 

of each were different. The designer needs to know with which Earl 

he is dealing and be sure he is using the correct arms for his char

acter. .

Finally, in defining the correct arms for each character, 

personal- habits and changes in personal heraldry should be con 

sidered. For instance, Joan of Arc was awarded arms by the French 

king, but records do not state she ever bore them. She fought all
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her battles wearing plain armour and carrying a plain shielde To 

dress her in an heraldic surcoat and give her a decorated shield for 

the stage would be a mistake,, Mary, Queen of Scots, on the other 

hand, displayed three sets of arms during her lifetime. As the Dau- 

phiness of France, she displayed the Royal Arms of Scotland quartered 

with the arms of her husband, the Dauphin. When she became Queen of 

France, the French Royal Arms were substituted for the Dauphin's 

arms. Overall on both sets of arms was an escutcheon displaying the 

Royal Arms of England showing that Mary claimed that throne in addi

tion to her own. When she was widowed and returned to Scotland as 

Queen, she removed both the French and the English arms from her 

shield and displayed only the Royal Arms of Scotland.

While one can assume that the majority of an audience will 

be totally unfamiliar with any heraldic devices used, some members 

will have enough knowledge of the subject to object to inaccura

cies. A designer who is concerned with the accuracy of his set and 

costumes should extend his concern to the heraldry he includes, and 

in researching the devices he intends to use, he must be certain 

that he records his findings accurately. Sketches of each device 

may be more helpful than a written description. Most source books 

(Appendix A) include figures of many important coats-of-arms as well 

as instructions for reading the written description (see Appendix C).

If a coat-of-arms cannot be found for a particular character, the 

use of heraldry for him should probably be eliminated completely as
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the invention of spurious arms would be a violation of heraldic pre

cepts.

Realistic, Selective, and Suggestive Usage 

After deciding to use heraldic devices in a production and 

researching the necessary arms, the director and designer need to - 

decide how much heraldry will be used. There are three general meth

ods of using heraldry in a play; realistically, selectively, and 

suggestively. Realistic heraldry is simply using all applicable 

heraldic devices in all the forms in which they would normally ap

pear, For a play set in the medieval period, then, the knights would 

all,wear heraldic surcoats and carry decorated shields. Lords and 

ladies would wear mantles and surcoats blazoned with their arms and 

display decorated purses and livery collars. Servants would be in 

livery with their master's badge. The rooms would be hung with ban

ners and decorated hangings. The furniture would be painted or 

carved with arms,

A court scene such as Act I, scene i of Richard II (Shakes

peare 1961:646-674)'■would be set’with the throne carved and painted 

with the Royal Arms of England, the Royal Banner hanging on a wall, 

and smaller flags displaying Richard's various badges, Richard 

himself could wear a gown decorated with his personal badge of the 

sun in splendor and an heraldic mantle with the arms of England,

John of Gaunt would wear his own heraldic surcoat and mantle and the 

Lancastrian livery collar. The other nobles present would also wear
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heraldic mantles or surcoats or both, and the servants would be 

dressed in Richard*s livery colors with his badge of the White Hart 

on the front and back. Bolingbroke and Mowbray would wear their 

own heraldic garments, and the gloves they throw in challenge would 

be ,'decorated with their coats-of-arms *

Such a use of heraldic devices provides a stage full of 

vivid, flowing color which is exciting and stimulating but also con

fusing. Too much heraldry can cause the audience to spend the entire 

play trying to decide who is wearing what, and danger exists that the 

audience will not attend to the play at all and will leave the thea

tre remembering only a confusing though brilliant kaleidoscope of 

colors and devices e

A more successful use of heraldry is selectivity. A force

ful stage effect can be obtained by limiting the use of heraldic 

devices to those situations which will benefit from this use, en

abling a director to emphasize a scene or an action for the audience^
■and to point their attention where he chooses. Using as an example 

the same scene from Richard II as described above, the stage would 

be set with only the Royal Banner and a modestly decorated throne.

The servants would still wear the royal livery, but only the most 

important characters in the scene, Richard, Gaunt, Bolingbroke, and 

Mowbray, would wear heraldic garments and livery collars. This 

method tells the audience immediately which characters deserve 

their attention as well as setting the scene for them.
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Selective heraldry can point a situation in a play<, Charles 

VII of France in Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan (1956:1-172) is a weak, 

snivelling creature with a very poor courte When Joan first appears 

in Charles' court, the heraldic trappings could be of the poorest, 

perhaps a fleur-de-lis on the throne and a shabby banner. There 

should be some display of Charles ? rank, but there is not much money 

for a brilliant display. In the Epilogue, however, Charles has re

gained wealth and royal grandeur, and his bedchamber should indicate 

this. The bed could be heavily carved with fleur-de-lis and the 

royal crown, the hangings richly embroidered with the Royal Arms,

The bedspread might be spangled with fleur-de-lis and Charles 1 book 

stamped with his arms on the cover.

In Richard III (Shakespeare 1961:303-339) Queen Margaret,

Queen Elizabeth, and the Duchess of York mourn together the deaths 

of their sons and husbands, %If they are dressed in black with their 

heraldic mantles thrown over their shoulders, their majesty and mis

ery are increased visually. If' Richard himself wears a surcoat 

blazoned with the Royal Arms when he appears on Bosworth Field, his 

collapse at the end of the act is a visual representation of the 

collapse of his reign.

Unlike the realistic and selective methods of using her

aldry, the suggestive method merely indicates the use of heraldic 

devices instead of reproducing them. Instead of a blazoned 

coat-of-arms over the mantelpiece, the arms can be suggested by an 

initial on a shield surrounded by mantling. Medieval characters
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can' be dressed in their livery colors instead of the heraldic sur- 

coato Suggestive heraldry is valuable for a play set prior to 

1200 A.Do as the heraldry before this date was either nonexistent 

or very limited0

Pirandellofs Henry IV (1952:139-208)? while taking place dur

ing the present, is set and costumed approximately in the 1070's, 

just before the First Crusade and the advent of heraldry in Europe, 

but the play requires the suggestion of heraldry. To achieve this 

feeling of an heraldic atmosphere, the walls of the rooms could be 

hung with plain colored banners with the colors repeated in the cos

tumes of the valets to suggest livery0 Shields decorated with 

bosses, scrollwork,, or other non-heraldic markings could be hung on 

the walls. The throne itself would simply be an imposing piece of 

furniture carved with a crown and other decorations but no 

coat-of-arms. While suggesting the idea of heraldry, none of these 

decorations or costumes would duplicate heraldic devices„

At no time is suggestive heraldry merely an inaccurate rep

resentation of actual devices. Suggestive heraldry is not an excuse 

for reducing the number of charges on a shield because the workman 

has not allowed enough room for the designs. Nor is suggestive her

aldry intended to be a rationale for altering a coat-of-arms, a 

badge, or a crest because the director or designer simply doesn't 

like the design. Accuracy, within the requisite limitations, is as 

important to suggestive heraldry as to realistic or selective her

aldry.
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There are some plays, generally fantasies, where the limits 

of historical accuracy must be ignored. Plays dealing with King 

Arthur and his Round Table and many children's plays are set in the 

medieval heraldic period, and all these plays require the use of; a 

form of heraldic devices which can be presented in the realistic, 

selective, or suggestive modes previously discussed. The director 

and his designers can have a great deal of enjoyment planning the 

heraldry for these plays as they are free to invent coats-of-arms 

and attendant devices as long as they do not assign historical arms 

to a fictional character. The conventions of formal blazoning (see 

Chapter II above) should be observed if possible.

Camelot (Lerner 1961) is an excellent example of the need 

for fictional heraldry. Although the subject matter, the Arthurian 

Legends, dates from the twelfth century, Camelot is generally staged 

in the costume and decor styles of the fifteenth century, and the 

heraldic conventions of the later period are appropriate for the 

play. The imaginary arms created for Camelot should be simple and 

colorful, and the director and his staff may choose to create arms 

which reflect the individual characters. Lancelot might bear a 

white (silver) shield with a device of a radiant blue sword; Peli- 

riore might have the Questing Beast as his device. However, Arthur 

should not be assigned the Royal Arms of England; imaginary arms 

should be designed for him, just as for all the other characters.

As Arthur is fondly associated with the Welsh, the Red Dragon of 

Wales might be appropriate. Other suggestions for suitable arms
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can be found in MaloryTs Le Morte d'Arthur, Tennysonfs Idylls of the 

King, or T, H. White1s The Once and Future King, source book for 

Camelot.

The ultimate decision for the use of heraldry at all is at 

the discretion of the director. Following his wishes, the designer 

should take time in planning costumes and sets to consider how the 

entire stage picture will appear to the audience. Scale drawings 

of heraldic devices and costumes which can be moved around on a 

model of the set will assist the director in making his decisions.

The size and type of stage on which a production will take place 

must also be considered. The heraldic surcoat, for instance, ap

pears to the best advantage on a thrust or arena stage. Because 

the folds of the garment often obscure the pattern of the arms, the 

audience has a better chance of recognizing the design if they can 

see the costume from many different angles. Small, decorated ac

cessories can be seen better on an arena stage as detail is more 

visible. The proscenium stage removes the actor and the set from 

the audience, and heraldry used on this stage can be bolder and 

broader in representation. The size of the auditorium is, of 

course, always important. Beautifully worked details which cannot 

be seen beyond the first row are a waste of time while an overly 

bold design will attract undue attention in a small auditorium.

Once the director is in command of the historical limita

tions of the play arid the play's decor, the specific heraldic 

requirements of the characters, and the limitations and advantages



of his stage and auditorium, he will be able to.decide how he will 

use heraldry for the best effect or whether to include heraldic de

vices at all.



CHAPTER IV

SOME SUGGESTED TECHNIQUES FOR REPRODUCTION 

i OF HERALDIC DEVICES

The techniques discussed in the following chapter are those 

in common use in the theatre .today. However, there is presently a 

rising awareness among theatre technicians of the suitability of 

various plastics to theatrical design. Some of the more common plas

tics, their properties, and their application to the theatre will be 

discussed separately in Appendix D.

Coats-of-Arms -

Banners, Bed Curtains, Mantles, and Surcoats

Fortunately for the theatrical designer, traditional medieval 

heraldry is remarkably suitable for the stage. The bold, colorful 

designs provide a rich pageantry to fill the stage, enliven the ac

tion, and interest the audience. Heraldic surcoats, standards, and 

decorated shields can turn a platform of armoured knights into a 

living tapestry. Also fortunately, these devices can be reproduced 

easily for the stage. Although heraldry became quite elaborate dur- . 

ing the decorative period, the basic designs and techniques for 

reproduction were originally as simple as any hurried technician 

could wish.
58
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Although the coat-of-arms may appear difficult to reproduce, 

often entailing many quarterings and odd creatures to be drawn, a 

survey of any standard work on heraldry (see Appendix A) will pro

vide the theatrical artist with many examples for inspiration an|d 

imitation. The handling of quarterings is primarily a matter of 

balance, finding the neatest and clearest method of fitting three 

heraldic lions into one quarter of a shield, for instance. Nor is 

draftsmanship necessarily a problem. Any artist who can sketch a 

costume or a scene design is capable of handling the very simple 

designs in heraldry. Little detail is necessary for any of the 

charges. The original designs were primarily silhouettes for clar

ity at a distance with some added detail for interest. The heraldic 

lion (Fig. 15) shows this clearly. The eye is merely a suggestion, 

as are the ears and tongue. The body is only an outline and out of 

proportion. This lion resembles a sophisticated drawing by a child 

more than one by a skilled adult artist. And there is great room 

for personal interpretation, a freedom welcomed by many artists. 

Therefore, draftsmanship should provide no hazard for the theatri

cal artist who is willing to experiment before he attempts the 

finished product.

Draftsmanship and balance differ, however, from one medium 

of reproduction to another. Cloth-based items offer little oppor

tunity for fine work, and costumes, in particular, offer their own 

problems as they are meant to be worn, not displayed. During the 

medieval period and into the eighteenth century, coats-of-arms



appeared on both men's and women's dress, cloaks, bed curtains, and 

banners. A banner was a flag charged with the arms of the owner. 

Badges were not displayed on banners. Banners were hung flat on a 

wall or on a horizontal pole so that they fell straight down, much 

as flags are displayed indoors today. When carried, usually in a 

process ion, the banner was hung from the crossbar of a vertical pole 

Banners were meant to be flat, and they should be kept flat during 

the designing and construction stages, making them the easiest of 

the cloth-based arms to create.

Fig. 15. A Typical Heraldic Lion Passant.

A banner was usually square or nearly so. The original

construction was sometimes tapes try, in the case of a wall hanging, 

but often the banner was made by piecing and decorated with embroi

dery. Small banners which hung from heraldic trumpets or those

made to carry in a procession were often very elaborate. Larger 

banners were usually more simple.
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Tapestry banners were, for all practical.purposes, simply 

large wall hangings, generally not intended to be moved. Of course, 

when a king moved his court from one palace to another, the large 

official banner with the royal arms was packed up and taken along.

The royal banner was not just decoration; this banner was part of the 

official regalia and usually hung in the great hall, over or behind 

the king1s seat„ Family banners were treated in the same way in the 

houses of their owners.

If the tapestry effect is desired for the stage, the de

signer should remember that before the fourteenth century tapestries 

tended to be quite small, due to the size of the looms of the period 

(Viale 1969:24). Not until the middle of the fourteenth century did 

tapestries begin to grow into the very large hangings with which we,..-.. 

are most familiar. The small tapestries could, of course, be pieced 

to increase their size, and this was sometimes done. For stage pur

poses, the designer may be obliged to ignore historical size 

considerations for practical production ones as a very small banner 

would not be easily visible to the audience while a very large 

banner, might overpower the stage. A more important aspect is the 

material used; prior to the fourteenth century, only wool and flax 

were used in construction. Only when the size began to increase 

were the lustrous silks and gleaming metallic threads used. There

fore, a production placed in the twelfth or thirteenth.century would 

display rather flat banners, not lacking in color but. only in sheen.
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Because a tapestry should show depth, not just a flat sur

face, burlap is the most practical material to use. Burlap is heavy 

enough to hang flat and does not require a lining, although a lining 

will extend the lifetime. Burlap can be obtained in wide pieces, ; 

often over sixty inches wide, is available in a variety of colors, 

and is reasonably inexpensive. However, burlap is difficult to sew, 

and while many colors are available, some of these are not the pure 

colors required by heraldry.

The material for a tapestry must be chosen according to the 

basic color of the coat-of-arms as the arms cover the entire field 

of the banner. Painting a fabric the color of the arms may not be 

advisable as the paint may tend to fill up the rough weave rather 

than simply soak into the threads, and the important texture will 

be lost. If burlap is unavailable in the pure colors necessary, an

other fabric will have to be chosen.

Dress goods will probably be too narrow for a full-sized 

banner which is usually five feet on each side. The expense of such 

goods may be prohibitive, and the weave will rarely be rough enough 

to give the desired effect. However, a search of sales tables might 

well produce enough of the right kind of material for a pieced 

banner. The different pieces must have the same texture to appear 

uniform, and the weave must run in the same direction on all pieces. 

Upholstery material will probably provide a better alternative to 

dress goods. These materials are usually quite wide, and they are 

securely woven or have an applied backing which eliminates the need
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for a lining. Most yard goods stores include a selection of up

holstery materials, and a bargain might be found among the remnants, 

Because many arms were quartered, two or more background 

colors may have to be pieced together to create the arms. At one 

time, the Royal Arms of England were the arms of France in the first 

and fourth quarters and three gold lions on red in the second and 

third. To create these arms, a patchwork of two blue squares and 

two red squares must be made. If the material has a tendency to 

ravel, each square can be lined separately and the lined material 

treated as a single piece of fabric. The patchwork should be fin

ished with flat fell seams for added security. If the individual ■ 

patches are large, each lined piece should be stitched at least once 

vertically and horizontally to prevent sagging,

'If the proper base colors cannot be found, material might 

be dyed. Burlap does not dye well, and most upholstery fabrics in

clude synthetics which tend to resist dye, but experimentation may 

show surprising results, and if a tapestry effect is necessary to 

the production, then the effort involved in shopping and experiments 

is worthwhile, '

Once the background of the banner is prepared, the ordinar

ies and charges can be applied. These should be cut from a paper 

pattern drawn in advance. Any drawing on the materials should b e . 

done in chalk. A full size sketch of the entire banner - should first 

be drawn and;the pieces cut out for patterns. Pieces applied to the
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background should be pinned in place and viewed from a distance be

fore being permanently affixed0

Any ordinaries or sub-ordinaries can be pieced with the base 

color to form a patchwork. However, this process is time consuming 

and can easily be ruined by an inexperienced worker. This tech

nique should be attempted only by someone who has the time and skill 

to work carefully; otherwise the finished product will be bunchy and 

sloppy in appearance0 Appliqueing the ordinaries and sub-ordinaries 

is usually easier. These appliques should be cut from materials 

which are the same as or very similar to the background. The pieces. 

can be applied with any sort of glue. The fabric bonding materials 

now available may,not work on a rough weave although the technician . 

may wish to experiment with them. If the pieces are to be sewn on, 

raw edges should be turned under or whipped down with a zig-zag 

stitch to prevent raveling.

Charges are handled in the same manner as the ordinaries, 

and the fabric considerations are the same. Although esthetically 

wise to choose rough-weave fabrics in order to preserve the tapestry 

effect, other materials may be used. But the banner should not end 

up in a morass of different materials. If felt or any other flat 

surfaced material is used for the appliques, the cloth should be 

dry brushed with textile paint for texture.

Charges can also be painted on the background as the painted 

area is usually smaller and will show less change in texture. Latex 

paint which has been thinned to a workable consistency is suitable,
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or casein paint might be used although a chalky effect may be pro

duced 0 Fabric paint is also suitable. If the fabric will accept 

aniline dye, this may be used if the dyes do not discolor the back

ground o A blue lion on a yellow (gold) background should be blue, 

not green. All paints and dyes should be tested on scrap material, 

and the areas to be colored should first be drawn on in chalk to 

prevent mistakes which cannot be erased.

Banners were also appliqued and embroidered in heavy silks.

These materials are expensive and sometimes produce an undesirable 

glare or color change under stage lights. All materials should be 

tested under the lighting to be used in the production before con

struction is begun. Whether silks or duller surfaced materials are 

used, the applique^procedure is the same as for the tapestry-type 

banner.

An appliqued banner is, however, subject to a good deal of 

extra treatment. The original banners, particularly for wealthy 

owners, were worked in metallic threads; had heavy, metallic 

fringes; and were occasionally jeweled. For stage purposes, metal

lic threads and fringes can be used if the areas covered are not so 

large that they will reflect too much light. Beads representing 

jewels can be used for the eyes of animals or to outline a charge. 

Banners of this sort, however, appeared only after the sixteenth 

century and only in the possession of the extremely wealthy. For 

the stage, they are generally impractical. The construction is 

uselessly time consuming, and these elaborate banners should be
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attempted only when time, money, and a skilled'worker are available 

and only when they will be used a great deal, as in a long run. Too 

often this sort of .banner, although sounding effective, is merely 

gaudy and distracting to an audience. Banners should form part of 

the background of a set; they should not leap out and dominate their 

surroundings.

An exception to the lavishly worked banner would be the very 

small pieces used in ceremonies. These include the banners on he

raldic trumpets after the fifteenth century and the banner-like 

cloths often used in fifteenth and sixteenth century church cere

monies o These latter would normally display the parish arms and 

would hang from the front of the pulpit or be carried in proces

sionals. This sort of banner might also display the arms of the 

current prelate, particularly if he were both prominant and wealthy.

On a simpler scale, banners painted on scenic muslin may be 

the most practical. A color rendering of the arms is prepared and 

transferred to tightly stretched and sized muslin by the use of a 

grid. All drawing should be done in charcoal or chalk for easy 

erasures. Either latex paint or aniline dye will work well for the 

painting, but both must be applied carefully, the lighter colors 

first, to decrease errors. The finished banner should be weighted 

with either chain or pipe in the hem so the material will hang 

straight down. If the stage is drafty, stretchers may have to be 

placed on the sides to prevent unwanted movement. If lights must



come up behind the banner, a lining will be necessary to preserve 

opaquenesse

Although bed curtains are certainly not banners, they can; 

be constructed in much the same way and with the same materials. 

Arms which appeared on bed curtains were placed on the tightly 

stretched material behind the head of the bed and facing the foot. 

Unlike banners, the coat-of-arms did not take up the entire piece 

of cloth; therefore the constructed arms can be placed on any color 

background which is desirable. Arms displayed in this fashion were 

often surmounted by entwined initials, a crown or coronet if the 

owner was entitled to one, and surrounded by a fancy scroll-work. 

All these were embroidered in metallic thread.

Initials, scroll-work, and even crowns can be applied in 

several ways. Any commercial metallic trim, usually cord or mili

tary braid can be sewn or glued on. Gold foil can be applied with 

a hot glue gun by applying a small amount of glue in the pattern 

desired and pressing the foil onto the glue while the latter is 

still warm. The worker may try painting the design on with metal-
.r

lie paint, but as the curtain material may soak up the paint unduly 

the design would be difficult to see from a distance. As in the 

case of banners, all techniques should be tried on scrap material 

first.

Although banners and bed curtains are displayed flat, cloth 

ing is intended to be draped around'a mobile body . Arms displayed 

on a loosely fitted garment will be partially obscured when the



actor stands still and the garment falls into folds. Arms displayed 

on a semi-fitted or fitted garment will be more visible and easily 

identifiable to the audience at all times < The director and the 

costume designer must decide if the audience must be able to iden

tify a coat-of-arms and therefore the character or whether heraldic 

clothing will be used for effect only. The simpler, unquartered 

arms will always be more identifiable than quartered arms, even 

though the audience-may not be able to distinguish the charges. 

Identification is also easier if the audience has the opportunity of 

seeing the arms displayed on a flat surface*

The simplest of the heraldic garments is the mantle, an un

fitted, semi-circular cloak which falls straight from the shoulder 

to the ground * The mantle can generally be laid flat during design 

and construction and be treated very much as a banner although the 

outline is not square* For a simple coat-of-arms, the material of 

the mantle should be the same color as the shield and the charges 

cut out of similar material of appropriate color and appliqued with 

glue or thread. Mantles with quartered coats-of-arms should be made 

like a patchwork and.lined to hide the seams.

Mantles were generally made of wool or silk and were often 

embroidered or jeweled. For stage use, any material which will give 

the effect desired by the costumer will be appropriate. Many of the 

presently popular knits work well as mantles. The costume mantles 

may be decorated as richly as desired* Necessary details on the 

charges should be added with textile paint or felt-tipped marker.
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carefully used as mistakes cannot be erased. Extra decorations may 

include beadwork and metallic trim.

The heraldic surcoat was very popular in France, England, 

and Italy from the late twelfth century until the 1430!s, but the 

fashion began to disappear in Germany about 1350 (Blair 1959:54)*

The earliest surcoats were very loose and often of lightweight silk, 

embroidered with the knight's arms. However, the padded and quilted 

version soon became popular. These surcoats were highly elaborate, 

often having richly jeweled necklines, and were worn over either 

armour or civilian clothing. The knight's arms were displayed on 

both the front and the back of the garment.

The man's surcoat resembled a thigh-length shirt with no 

collar or sleeves. The armhole openings were rather large to per

mit the surcoat to be worn comfortably over an undergarment. As 

the surcoat worn over armour was larger than the one worn without, 

an actor who must appear in both fashions should be provided with 

two surcoats, one fitted with the armour and one fitted without, 

as a single garment will appear either too large or too small, de

pending on what is worn underneath.

In general, the surcoat should be completely constructed 

before the charges i. are applied. Ordinaries, however, and some of 

the sub-ordinaries, should be appliqued to the costume pieces be

fore the latter are joined together (Fig. 16a). The su,rooat should 

be cut from any desirable material the same color as the shield 

background. If the arms are quartered, the surcoat must be pieced
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(a)

seam line

- center line

(b)

Fig. 16. Construction of a Surcoat -- (a) An ordinary 
appliqued to the costume piece before con
struction, (b) placement of quarters.



like the mantle and the banner. Both the front and the back of the 

surcoat are the same in design; quarters one and three are always 

stage right while quarters two and four are always stage left 

whether the actor is facing upstage or down. The vertical dividing 

line of the quarterings must follow the center front or back of the 

garment, and the horizontal line usually divides the costume in 

half crossways (Fig. 16b). The horizontal line may, however, have 

to be adjusted either up or down, depending on the actor's physi

cal peculiarities* In this case the important consideration is 

what looks best on the actor and on stage.

Center openings on surcoats are often impractical. Some 

coats-of-arms may permit a vertical slit at the center back of the 

neckline. Very few permit the insertion of a zipper without a 

great deal of extra work and planning to fit the charges on* Most 

of the original surcoats had rather large neck openings, and these 

can be increased by using one of the shoulder seams as a further 

opening* The seam can easily be closed with snaps, hooks and eyes, 

or Velcro after the actor has put the garment on*

Once the garment is completed, the charges should be pinned 

in place before having the actor try the costume.on. The charges 

may have to be moved around somewhat to find a location which will 

not appear unbalanced* They may then be glued or sewed on and any 

extra finishing or decoration applied *

• If the padded, quilted effect is desired, the garment should 

be completely lined and the lining quilted to the garment by machine*
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Possibly quilted material the right color for a surcoat can be found 

and made up and charged. The quilted surcoat, however, may. look 

awkward on some actors and will not move as freely as an unquilted 

one o

In the early fifteenth century the surcoat acquired sleeves 

and became the tabard, The body of the tabard is constructed the 

same way as the surcoat, and the sleeves are prepared, separately, . 

After the sleeves are set,.the charges may be added. As with the 

body of the gown, the right side of the sleeve from the viewer1s 

perspective is stage left; the left side is stage right. The arms 

must not be reversed to compensate for the right and left sides of 

the body.

Women also wore surcoats but not tabards, The woman*s sur

coat was cut similarly to a man *s, but hers fell to the ground with 

a slightly fuller skirt; the armholes were quite deep, often extend

ing to the hip bones o A woman * s surcoat should be made by the same 

procedure as a man *s, For a quartered coat-of-arms , the vertical 

dividing line still follows the front and back centerline, but the 

horizontal dividing line may form a lowered girdle around the hips,

A costume constructed in muslin with the entire design 

painted in aniline dyes may be possible instead of making a tabard 

or surcoat as a piece of elaborate patchwork. However, this sort 

of procedure would result in a rather thin, stiff garment in which 

the actor would be uncomfortable. Nor would the fabric play well
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with the woolens and silks of other costumes„ But muslin costumes 

might be valuable for a low budget production or for'a scene in 

which many knights must appear in their arms„

. Women also developed a fashion of scattering small shields 

with their coat-of-arms over a dress„ This fashion should not be 

attempted on a large stage. The shields, not much larger than a 

playing card, would only look like peculiar spots„ The fashion 

should not be used even on a small stage if the arms are quartered 

or very elaborate. However, should the designer attempt this style, 

the shields should be made up of felt or other materials and ap- 

pliqued to the dress. This is the only style of dress which used 

small shields instead of covering the entire garment with the arms. 

Neither women nor men ever wore a small shield on their breast in 

the fashion of a fraternity pin.

Tabards and surcoats were generally made of any good, rich 

material. By the seventeenth century, when only heralds wore tab

ards, velvet had become fashionable, and heraldic tabards were often 

made of velvet with appliqued charges of padded satin and a great 

deal of jeweled embroidery.

From the fifteenth century on, only heralds were tabards, 

and they always wore the tabard when they were acting officially.

The arms on a heraldfs tabard were those of his master, not his own9 

as he was his master's official envoy and acted for hinu Also, her

alds did not blow trumpets, and trumpeters did not wear tabards.

A herald, in a tabard, was accompanied by a trumpeter, usually in



livery. The trumpeter sounded his trumpet to gain attention for the 

herald who made announcements. The trumpet itself was the long one 

considered nheraldicn and;bore a small banner with the master's arms

Shields and Windows

The coat-of-arms appeared most commonly on shields, both 

those carried into battle and those hung for display. For stage pur 

poses, the designer must first choose the sort of shield he wishes 

to use. Many of the original shields were so large as to be unduly 

awkward on stage; a version of the small Norman shield (Figs, 5 

and 6) would probably be the easiest for actors to use, The origi

nals were also extremely heavy; the stage version will necessarily 

have to'be 1i ghter,

Stage shields can be built from almost any material from 

metal to cardboard. Durability, practicableness, and the skill of 

available workers must all be considered. A, sheet metal shield will 

survive any amount of rough handling and last nearly for the life 

of the theatre* However, unless a metal worker and his equipment 

are readily available, a metal shield may be beyond the limits of 

the usual theatre shop.

In general, other materials, are more advisable for shields, 

and many of these will prove to be nearly as durable as metal.

Wooden shields or wood frames covered with scenic muslin are inex

pensive and easy to build. The former should be built from plywood 

with a reinforcing frame. The edges should be smoothed to prevent
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damage to the actors or their costumes. The frame shield is merely 

a shield-shaped flat and is built in the same manner as a flat. This 

sort of shield., while useless in battle scenes, is excellent as a

lightweight wall decpraticfn. _ ' 1• • i  ;
Neither wooden nor frame shields can be easily curved as the 

original shields were, and other materials must be chosen to achieve 

this effect. Two commercial products, Celastic and Polysar XB-407, 

are very suitable for shields. Both materials are easily worked, 

rigid upon completion, lightweight, and durable. Celastic is felt 

impregnated with cellulose nitrate and a fire retardant and is sof

tened with acetone. The wet cloth can be draped in any shape which 

will be retained when the material dries. Polysar XB-407 is a thermo

plastic rubber sheet which can be softened with ordinary heat lamps. 

Polysar hardens during cooling and can be easily reheated for further 

work. Both Celastic and Polysar need to be formed in positive or 

negative molds which can be made from papier-mache or plaster of 

Paris o If Celastic is used, the mold must be covered with aluminum 

foil before the material is applied to allow easy removal. Polysar 

is the easier material to work but is more expensive. Celastic 

should be used only in a well ventilated area because of the toxicity 

of the solvent fumes. •Celastic is also difficult to smooth over 

curves but is less expensive than Polysar. Shields of either ma

terial can be decorated with any sort of paint.
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An inexpensive but not very durable shield can be simply cut 

from cardboardo The shield can be made stronger by laminating corru

gated cardboard, but the surface of the material is easily dented no 

matter what technique is used. While such a shield may not be es- 

thetically pleasing, the material is excellent for children's 

productions where the children make their own properties and scenery.

Once a shield is built and fitted with a handle and a shoul

der strap for portability, decoration may be applied. Oil, latex, 

or scenic paints should be used to allow for future repainting. The 

colors, as with banners and heraldic clothing, should be pure, with 

yellow and white substituted for gold and silver. The background 

color should be applied first and the ordinaries and charges drawn 

on this color. A skilled artist will.be able to draw the designs 

freehand, but a paper pattern should be made first and the charges 

cut out and traced on the shield.

At the beginning of the decorative period of heraldry, dur

ing the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, coats-of-arms were often 

incorporated in stained glass windows, both in churches and in priv

ate homes and chapels. The arms were simply a part of the stained 

glass construction. The simplest.method of reproducing such a window 

on stage is to paint thin muslin with aniline dye in the pattern de

sired and mount the cloth in an appropriate frame. The muslin will 

be sufficiently translucent with back lighting to give the effect of 

stained glass; muslin is a relatively inexpensive material, and there 

is the added advantage of easy storage after the production closes.
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For a truly translucent window, the cheapest method is to 

build, the "glass11 with, pieces of plastic color media. Gelatin, which 

can also be used, is "brittle and easily damiaged. To create this 

sort of window, a pattern must first be'drawn of the complete win

dow and each piece cut out separately. The plastic should be cut 

about one-quarter inch larger than the pattern on all sides to allow 

for seaminge The background color must have a hole corresponding to 

the charge to allow for the true color to show. With the edges of 

each piece of plastic overlapping the next, the entire window can be 

glued together with plastic cement. The seams can be covered with 

black plastic color media or painted to resemble the lead stripping 

originally used to hold the glass together.

Painted acetate is also practical for colored windows. The..; 

entire design of the window should first be drawn in reverse on the 

back of the acetate with a china marking pencil. When the plastic 

is turned face up on a sheet of paper, the design will show through 

clearly. Some translucent or transparent paints or dyes can be used 

to color the window. Appendix B lists some brand names. The worker 

need not worry about visible brush strokes as early stained glass 

was highly irregular with frequent bubbles and often had a wavy ap

pearance. If the window must be free of imperfections, however, the 

color can be sprayed on with an air gun. Transparent dye is. also 

available in spray cans in a wide variety of colors . If' the color 

is to be sprayed on the plastic, all Areas which are to be a differ

ent color must be carefully masked. After .completion, the window



can be mounted in a suitable frame9 and when the set is struck, the

plastic can be rolled up for storage„

Whatever type, window is chosen, the colors must be pure, al 

though a golden shade of -yellow might be used for gold in this 

situation. The transparent windows should use clear plastic for 

silver areas instead of the usual white« The portion of a muslin 

which is to represent silver can either be painted white or left un 

painted if the muslin is pale enough to look white.

Moldings and Accessories

Other architectural decor, both interior and exterior, was 

generally either carved, molded, or painted. Painted friezes, par

ticularly during the sixteenth century, ran. around the edge of the 

ceiling, the top of the walls, or both. Painted friezes can be re

produced on stage merely by painting the desired design on the wall

or ceiling flats. As always, working from a prepared pattern is 

safest, although a grid method of enlarging the design can be used. 

Any paint available will suit the purpose of creating a decorated 

wall, and as usual, the colors should be. kept pure with the-stand

ard substitution of colors for metals. Many of these friezes were 

very lovely and intricate and are worth imitating. Sitwell (1945) 

describes and includes photographs of some famous English designs.

In addition to the elaborate carvings to be found over and 

on fireplaces, doorways and windows, and on furniture of all sorts 

from the earliest days of heraldry, the terra cotta moldings of
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della Robbia were highly popular in the sixteenth century. These 

pieces were used both indoors and out; otherwise wood carvings were 

generally used in the interior and stone for the exteriore Both 

terra cotta work and all carvings can be reproduced for the stage in 

a number of ways.

Three dimensional coats-of-arms, like the originals, can be 

molded or carved. One of the oldest and cheapest methods of molding 

is papier-mache, a technique involving the use of a porous paper such 

as facial tissue, toweling, or newsprint. The paper is torn into 

manageable strips and dipped into a binder. White glue thinned with 

a little water works well. The excess glue is squeezed out of the 

paper, and the resulting pulp is molded into a shield form. The 

charges can be built up individually on the shield. If the shield 

is very large, a rough armature of wire screening should be used as .
/x Ia base. If many shields are required, the papier-mache can be pressed 

into a negative mold which has been greased for easy release.

Plaster of Paris can also be used in a negative mold, but, as 

the result is a heavy, fragile piece, plaster bandage might be con

sidered as an alternative material. This bandage is the plaster 

impregnated gauze which is used to make casts and is available at most 

drugstores. The bandage can be torn into short pieces, softened in 

water, and molded on a flat surface or over a wire form. The charges , 

can be built up on a thin shield shape. Plaster bandage is easy to 

work with, dries very quickly, and is both durable and lightweight 

when dry. 1
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Commercial modelling clay can be either built up or molded 

into the necessary shield, and artist!s grade clay is not necessary. 

The sort of modelling compound sold for children will work well, or 

a good, homemade substitute can be made using three cups of flour, 

one-half cup of salt, two tablespoons qf cornstarch, and one cup of 

water. This dough will stay moist if kept in a sealed plastic con

tainer and dries when exposed to air. These modelling compounds are 

relatively inexpensive, but they will - shrink as they dry and some

times crack.

More expensive but more durable materials for moldings or 

carvings are Celastic and Polysar» Either of these can be built up 

on a positive form or pressed into a negative mold to make a hollow 

piece. Three-dimensional arms can also be carved in balsawood with - 

ordinary woodworking tools. As balsawood is fairly expensive and 

carving is a rather difficult skill, this technique should not be 

attempted by an inexperienced worker.

Once the coat-of-arms is completed, the piece should be 

lightly shellacked to provide even absorption of the paint. Some

times the original pieces were colored, particularly terra cotta 

work. Terra cotta in the popular style of della Robbia was painted 

with a high-glaze enamel, and the colors were not limited to blue 

and white. Many polychrome examples still exist, and these colors 

are usually very strong. For stage purposes, a semi-gloss enamel 

will not reflect the light as much as high-glaze but will suggest
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the same effect. Woodwork and. stone were not usually colored, ex

cept for the carvings on furniture, and a coat-of^-arms made by one 

of the above techniques should be finished;to resemble the natural 

material imitated. Highlights on a piece representing natural wood 

can be achieved by adding a little yellow ochre or bronzing powder 

to varnish.

A carved or molded piece was often gilded. These pieces 

were normally protected from a great deal of wear, and, therefore, 

the expense of gold leaf was warranted. Even della Robbia pieces

occasionally show gilding although white was still substituted for
:  . - .

silver. Although gold leaf can be used today as on the original 

pieces, the process involves needless expense for the stage when 

bronzing powder in varnish or gold enamel will work, just as well,

Before the stage designer decides he wants to include a 

three-dimensional coat-of-arms in his set^ he should consider 

whether the final effect is worth the time and effort involved. 

Building a set of arms requires a degree of talent in modelling or 

carving, particularly if the charges are more complicated than 

simple geometric designs. Additionally, a three-dimensional piece 

can usually be used for only one play. The Royal Arms of England, 

for instance, changed with nearly every house which occupied the 

throne although the shield for the Royal Arms of France has remained 

the same from 1364 to the present. In general, however, most arms, 

cannot be reused for another play. For a play which will have only
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a short run, substitution of a two-dimensional piece which can even

tually be repainted for another production should be considered,

The final major area in which coats-of-arms were tradition

ally used is accessorieso Gauntlet cuffs, book covers, silver 

plate, and so forth often displayed arms„ Generally these items 

are too small for the audience to distinguish any arms on them, but 

some plays may require such decoration as in Richard II (Shakes

peare 1961:646-674) when various knights throw their gauntlets in 

challengeo These small items are most easily decorated with painted 

arms or an applique of material scraps„

Badges, Crests, and Other Personal Devices

Liveries

During the feudal period of history, the badge was the most 

important heraldic device after the coat-of-arms 0 Badges were pri^ 

marily used to establish ownership, and their, use extended, not only 

to a man’s personal belongings but to his servants, soldiers, and 

political adherents as well* A servant generally wore livery, a 

standardized costume in the first two colors mentioned in a de

scription of the coat-of-arms» No definite style existed for livery, 

and the costume designer can follow his own instincts in design;

however, some suggestions are shown in Fig* 17, The only important
 ̂ ■ - -

rules to follow in designing livery are that all servants supposed
• . r  ̂ ■ : ' ■ ’ " ■ ' ' . 

to be in the same household wear the same style and color costume
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Fig. 17. Some Suggested Styles for Stage Livery.
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and that this costume not be too similar to any other livery appear

ing on stage.

Just as there was no definite style for livery, neither was 

there a definite manner in which the heraldic badge was displayed 

on the livery. FoxDavies (1961:454) mentions three possibilities.

The first, the style still worn by the Yeomen of the Guard in Eng

land, is a very large badge embroidered, over the entire front and 

back of the tunic or surcoat. This uniform was established by 

Henry VII of England and can be assumed to be a common style at the 

end of the feudal period. The style has remained basically unchanged 

since the fifteenth century. A variation of this style shows the 

badge covering the entire back of the costume with smaller badges 

sewn to the shoulders or to the lapel area on the front after the ... 

manner in which a Japanese mon is displayed on a kimona today. Fin

ally, the badge was sometimes sewn on the shoulder of the sleeve, 

just as military insignia are usually worn today. Whichever manner 

of displaying the badge is chosen, there is generally no danger of 

the badge disappearing into the livery. Badges were generally some 

color other than the livery colors which contrasted with the basic 

garment.

A soldier would wear his overlord 1s badge.similarly to a 

liveried servant, but the soldier would not, of course, wear livery.

A political follower might display his leader's badge in his hat, 

pinned over the right eye like the cockades in fashion during the 

eighteenth century, or fastened to the front of his gown.



Badges were normally embroidered or appliqued on a garmento 

Once the costume which will display the badge has been constructed, 

the badge can be applied in several ways. The simplest method is 

to draw the badge oh a sheet of paper and use this as a pattern tip 

cut out a piece of material for applique'. Any material is suitable, 

but raw edges must be turned under or sewn over with a zig-zag 

stitch to prevent raveling. Felt, of course, will not ravel and may 

be preferred, particularly as felt comes in a wide range of colors. 

Badges, unlike the charges on a coat-of-arms, often show great de

tail which should be applied before the badge is attached to the 

costume. Fabric paint, felt tipped marker, or embroidery paint can 

be used for simple outlines, the ey0s;v:.‘0,S.-animals, and so forth. .

Some badges, however, will benefit from more elaborate decoration 

with beads, braid, and contrasting materials. The swan badge of 

Henry IV of England shows a gold crown around the neck of the swan 

with a chain attached; a metallic material could be used for the 

crown and the chain made of gold cord or braid. The heraldic rose 

used as a badge could have the seeds made of glass or plastic beads. 

These methods of decoration will give depth and character to a badge 

which would otherwise be flat and uninteresting.

Embroidered badges were often only outlines, the major areas 

left open to show the livery color underneath. Embroidered badges 

can be painted onto the costume, or braid can be sewn or glued on 

following the lines of the sketch. The design for an embroidered 

badge can be sketched directly onto the costume with tailor's chalk
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or drawn on pattern paper and transferred to the garment with trans

fer paper. The embroidered or painted badge has a major advantage

over an applique as the costume is more flexible. A costume with 

an applique attached may be heavier and more awkward in movement, 

but an applique is easier to make and apply, and if sewn on, can be 

removed after the production closes and the costume reused at an

other time.

For stage usage, there are certain important considerations 

in regard to badges and liveries. They must first be visible and 

identifiable to the audience. The audience should not only be able 

to distinguish what the badge is, they should also know to whom the 

liveried servant belongs. The actor playing the role of the master

should have a line or some bit of business which establishes his

relationship to the servants. If two or more sets of liveried 

servants are to appear at any time during a particular play, their 

liveries should be very different from each other, particularly if 

the liveries involve the same colors. Finally, if the same actor 

is to portray several different liveried servants, his costumes 

must^4b;e.„.made--i-so-‘%,t'fiat’lie can get in and out of them quickly. To 

avoid having to negotiate a badge around a.neckline zipper, one-half 

of the badge could be sewn firmly to the livery, leaving the center 

line open for the zipper. The second half of the badge could then 

be laid over the closed zipper and attached to the other side with 

Velcro or snaps (Fig. 18).



zipper

unattached portion 
of badgem

Velcro strips

zipper

loose portion of 
badge fastened 
with Velcro

Fig. 18. Covering a Neckline Zipper with a Badge .



Badges:on soldiers 1 tunics can be constructed and applied 

in the same manner as a badge on a livery. If the soldier is to 

wear a quilted tunic or a more solid cuirass, the badge is most 

easily applied with textile or scenic paint. The smaller badges 

worn by political adherents can be cut from Celastic, soaked with 

solvent so they will be stiff when dry, and decorated as the de

signer chooses.

Standards

Badges were also the primary decoration on the battle stand 

ard. The standard was a long, tapering flag, often swallow-tailed 

(Fig. 19a)o The greater the owner*s rank, the longer the standard, 

but for stage usage, the standard can be shortened considerably0 A 

practical size for a standard is four feet long at the horizontal 

center line by one and one-half feet at the broadest end. The por

tion of the standard nearest the staff usually displayed the 

coat-of-arms. English standards often show the cross of St. George 

in this position. The remainder of the standard, the tail or fly, 

was divided horizontally into two colors, usually the livery colors 

and displayed the owner's badges. Sometimes the motto was placed 

on a diagonal band (a bend) across the standard, and the entire 

flag was bound with the livery colors alternating.

. Standards were intended to blow straight out in the wind,

parallel to the ground, so the arms and badges could be seen and
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staff

coat-of-arms

bends with motto

- badges

livery colors
(a)

O /

motto reversed
(b)

Fig. 19. A Typical Standard -- (a) Obverse, (b) reverse; 
scale: 1 in. = 1 ft.
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■ ■' : ' / ‘ ■ ■ y ■ ■ ■ - . . ' ■ - • ' ’ recognizede A standard on; stage will necessarily need a stiffener

| .

to stand out; otherwise the flag will hang limply, hiding the deco

rations and eliminating the effect desired„• Since standards are ' 

awkward at best and can be very heavy, those for the stage should; 

be as lightweight as possible. Scenic muslin painted with aniline 

dyes will work well, or very light fabrics such as lining material 

can be used. The latter can be pieced and appllque'd with the vari

ous colors 3 arms 3 and badges without making the standard unduly 

heavy6 Hoop or hat wire may be run through the binding as a stiff

ener.

Standards are double-faced, and the staff is considered the 

dexter (stage right) side no matter which side faces the viewer. 

Therefore, a coat-of-arms always has the dexter side against the 

staff 3 the reverse of the standard actually showing a mirror image. 

Badges such as animals and human figures always face the staff. In 

fact, the entire reverse of a standard is a mirror image of the 

face except the motto (Fig. 19b)0 The bend of the motto points 

toward the staff, but the motto is written to be read.

A standard is unwieldy on stage, no matter how lightweight 

and carefully constructed. A director planning to include a stand

ard .in his production should be sure the flag is necessary.

Standards usually appear in battle scenes, accompanied on and off 

stage by several actors, all of whom must be directed to stay out 

of the way of the standard-bearer with his awkward burden. Stand-* 

ards are an ideal decoration for a battle scene, particularly with
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a set that is primarily different levels; standards add color and 

interest and clearly define each group of soldiers« . When stand

ards can be held in one place and be brought on and taken off with

out creating confusion, they are a worthwhile addition to the visual 

effecto

Collars, Crests, and Accessories

The most interesting appearance of the badge was in the 

livery collar, a chain made up of a man’s badge or badges, often 

with the principal badge as a pendant. Sometimes the badges were 

attached to a ribbon which hung around the neck. These collars were 

popular from the latter part.of the fourteenth century through the 

.fifteenth century when they normally appeared as decorations of 

honor and often indicated political partisanship. From the six

teenth century to the present, livery collars have often been 

included as part of the regalia for an order of knighthood or for 

national honors. Modern medals of honor, hang from ribbons which 

are the descendants of the original livery collar.

Although called a collar, the. qhain or ribbon was draped 

over the shoulders and • chest:,- not- f itted closely around, the neck 

like the modern shirt collar. The easiest collar to make for the 

stage is the decorated ribbon. A broad ribbon the color of the 

badge owner’s livery can be decorated with braid or fabric paint 

in the proper metallic colors The metal chosen should correspond 

to the livery. A three-dimensional effect can be achieved by using
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commercially packaged glitter in glue. Packaged in a tube, this 

compound can be applied in the desired design directly onto the 

ribbon, dries in about twenty minutes, and adheres well.

The chain version of the collar can be made with either •' 

Polysar XB-407 or Celastic* The individual badges can be cut from 

either material and connected with small strips of the same ma

terial o Although the original collars of this sort had the badges 

connected with chain, this fashion is not necessary for the stage. 

However, lightweight, metallic-colored chain can be found in the 

upholstery section of many fabric stores, and the material badges 

can.be wired to this chain to make a collar.

The pendant badge for either the ribbon or the chain collar 

can also be made from Polysar or Gelastic and suspended from the 

front of the collar. These badges as well as the original chain 

collars were originally gold or silver and should be painted to rep

resent one of these metals.

Badges which appear on accessories other than the livery 

collar should be treated in the same manner as a coat-of-arms. As 

•with the arms, a badge is generally seen on tableware, book covers, 

saddlebags, and so forth. Such a badge can either be painted on the 

prop, or a felt applique can be glued on.

The most unusual personal device in the history of heraldry 

is the crest. Except for its appearance in a blazon, the crest was 

strictly limited in use to the warriorfs helmet. The crest was used 

in battle during the fourteenth century and then only for display
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purposes. The original material is not known, but Blair (1959:48) 

feels that the crest may have been made from either parchment or 

molded leather. Whatever the material, the painted crest was 

mounted on a leather cap which was then laced to the top of the 

helmet o

Although an heraldic crest attached to a helmet is liable 

to be top-heavy, the director and designer may wish to include one.

So that the actor may be as comfortable as possible, every effort 

must be made to build a lightweight crest and to balance the crest 

properly on the helmet0 A. single layer of thin Polysar or Celastic
A  /can be formed on a mold, or papier-mache or plaster bandage can be 

used,. If the crest will be hit or struck in a battle scene, a 

double layer of Celastic will prove more resistant to damage. The 

finished crest can be painted as the,designer desires as there is 

little information available on the colors of the originals. In 

the case of a bird or animal, naturalistic coloring may be pre-r 

ferred.

Unlike the coat^of-arms, the badge, collar, and crest, be

cause of their simplicity, are generally more visible on stage„

Badges, however, must be clearly drawn and enough detail added to 

avoid confusion between badges of similar color and shape, As with, 

the coat-of-arms, the original purpose of a badge was identifica

tion, a purpose the stage should retain and continue. The designer 

is obligated by his responsibility to the director and to his own 

respect for veracity and accuracy in design and reproduction to



maintain the traditional heraldic standards of clarity, boldness, 

and correctness in any production which may use these devices 0



APPENDIX A

• SELECTED SOURCES FOR HERALDIC DEVICES 

AND RELATED MATERIAL

Allcock3 Huberto Heraldic Design: Its Origins, Arieiexit Forms, and
Modern Usage,' New York: Tudor Publishing Co., 1962.

Examples of various charges.

Brault, Gerard L. Early Blazon: Heraldic Terminology in the Twelfth
Thirteenth Centuries With Special Reference to Arthurian 

Literature. Loudon: Oxford University Press, 1972.

Source for arms of early historical and fictional characters.

Brooke-Little, J. P. An Heraldic Alphabet. New York: Arco Publish
ing Co., Inc., 1973.

History of heraldry and guide to devices with recommendations 
for blazoning. 1 -

Fox-Davies, Arthur Charles. A Complete Guide to Heraldry. London: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1961.

Examples of the marks of bastardy.

• , The Art of Heraldry : An Encyclopedia of Armory. Bronx,
N.Y. : Benjamin, Blom, Inc., 1968.

Excellent examples of various methods of drawing charges.

Franklyn, Julian and Tanner/ John. An Encyclopedic Dictionary of 
Heraldry. London: Pergamon Press, 1969.

An illustrated dictionary of terms, devices, and names com
mon in international heraldry.

Grant, Francis J. The Manual of Heraldry. Edinburgh: John Grant,
Booksellers, Ltd., 1952

Good dictionary of terms.
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Meiricwa,. VacloVo Orders and Decoratignso Translated by Dr. Berta 
Golova. London: Paul Hamlyna Ltd., 1967.

History and color photographs of international orders and 
decorations, excluding those of the United States.

Painter, Sidney. French Chivalry: Chivairic Ideas and Practises in
Medieval France. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1940.

Explanation of the symbolism of knightly arms.

Parker, James. A Glossary of Terms Used in Heraldry. Rutland, Vt.: 
Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1970.

Similar to Franklyn and Tanner but primarily British. In
cludes alphabetical listing of all names for which arms are 
blazoned in text„

Rogers, H. C. B. The Pageant of Heraldry: An Explanation of Its
Principles and Its Uses, Today. London: Seeley Service &
Co., Ltd., 1955.

Listings of the livery colors of English monarchs.

Scott-Giles, C. S. (ed.) Boutell!s Heraldry. London: Frederick
Warne & Co., Ltd., 1950.

Source for the order of funeral hatchments, the use of 
cellars in achievements, and descriptions of British orders; 
and a history of the royal heraldry of Great Britain.

Shakespeare 1s Heraldry. London: J. M. Dent & Sons,
Ltd., 1950.

Source for the probable arms of characters in the history 
plays with procedural notes and explanations which may be 
helpful in blocking.

.Wagner, Anthony Richard. Heralds and Heraldry in the Middle Ages. 
2nd ed. London: Oxford University Press ,.. 1956 .

The history and functions of heralds.



APPENDIX B

SOME SOURCES FOR MATERIALS AND 

GUIDES TO TECHNIQUES

Simon, Bernard (ed,) SimonTs Directory of Theatrical Materials,
Services, & Informationo 5th ed. New York: Package Pub-‘ 
licity Service, Inc., 1975.

. A classified directory.of theatrical materials . Provides 
additional sources for some of the materials listed below.

Aniline Dyes:

Gothic Color Co.,.Inc., 727 Washington St., New York, N.Y. 
10014

' Olesen Company, 1535 Ivar Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028

Beadst

Dazian1 s Inc. Theatrical Fabrics . Sc Supplies , 2014 Commerce 
St., Dallas, Texas 75201 

LeeWards Creative Crafts Center, Elgin, 111. 60120

Braid:

Dazian^s Inc., 2014 Commerce St., Dallas, Tex. 75201 
LeeWards, Elgin, 111. 60120

Bronzing Powders:

Bo P. Drakenfield & Co., 45 Park Place, New York 
Olesen Company, 1535 Ivar Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028 
The Workshop, 122 Main St., Penn Yann, N.Y,

Bronzing Powders, Stenciling with:

Grotz, George, The Furniture Doctor. Garden City, ■ N.Y.: : 
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1962.
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Celastic:

Degussa Inc., Chemicals Div. (TC), 2 Penn Plaza, New York,
. N.Y. 10001

Embroidery Paint, Liquid:

LeeWards, Elgin, 111. 60120
Tri-Chem,. Inc., Belleville, N.J. 07109

Gold Leaf: .

H<i Behlen & Bro. , Inc., 10 Christopher Street, New York,
: N.Y. 10014
(West coast address) 1755 Berkeley St., Santa Monica, CA

Gold Leaf, Technique;

Grotz, George. The Furniture Doctor. Garden City, N.Y., 
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1962.

Heraldic Garments, Construction:

Barton, Lucy. Historic Costume for the Stage0 Boston: 
Walter H. Baker Co., 1935.

Wilcox, R. Turner. The Mode in Costume. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958.

Metallic Glitter:

Olesen Company, 1535 Ivar Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028

Polysar XB-407:

Polymer Corp. Limited, Sarnia, Canada

Shields, Celastic: y

Theatrical Pattern Service. Techniques Guide 504: , Shields 
and Armour of Celastic. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Theatri
cal Pattern Service, n.d. "

, Shields, Felt and Glue:

Theatrical Pattern Service. Techniques Guide 511: Shields
and Armour of Felt and Swift's Glue. . Grand Rapids,
Mich. . Theatrical Pattern Service, n.d.



Transparent Spray Colors:

Dro Martin1 s Radiant Concentrated Wateredlor's-, ■ Use with 
Dr. Martin's Flex-opaque additive on acetate and other 
plastics.

Spray Mark, by Magic MarkerQ Thirty-six colors in 8 oz. 
spray cans, also in quarts and gallons for use with.

• air brush or spray gun.



APPENDIX C 

READING A BLAZON

reading

1 .

Using the above coat-of-arms as an example, the steps in 

a blazon are:

The field (background) of the shield: gules (red)

100



2o The main charge in the center of the shield, that 

is, the Ste Andrew!s cross called a saltire: a

. saltire argent (silver) 0 

3 o Other charges in the center of the field, that is, 

the four rings called annulets: four annulets ar

gent (silver)

4 0 Objects resting on the charges already mentioned, 

that is, the scallop shell on the saltire: an es

callop gules (fed).

5. Important charges on the field which are not in a 

central position, that is, the horizontal band at 

the top called a chief:,, a chief or (gold). -

6 . Charges on No. 5: three roundels gules (red).

Written out, the formal, technical description (blazon) of thi

coat-of-arms would be:

Gules, a saltire argent and four annulets of the same 
with an escallop gules on the saltire; and a chief or 
charged with three roundels gules. ~ .

A more modern and less formal version would be:

Gules, on a saltire argent between four annulets of 
the same an escallop of the first; and on a chief, or 
three roundels of the first.

In ordinary language this blazon would read: '

On a red shield, a silver saltire between four annu- 
.lets of the same color (silver) with an escallop of the 
first color (red) on the saltire; and on a gold chief 
three, roundels of the first color (red)>



APPENDIX D

PLASTICS’ TECHNIQUES

Many of the plastics available today are highly suitable for 

stage use as they are inexpensive9 lightweight, easy to work, and can 

be formed into many useful or decorative shapes»

A plastic is a man-made compound, which, at some time in its 

manufacture, can be formed info various shapes. A plastic compound 

is formed by■polymerization, the combining of molecules of simple 

chemical compounds to form very large molecules. These large mole

cules are the basis of plastics (Bryson 1972:12). There are two main 

groups of plastics, thermosetting plastics and thermo.pTastilc;s-e

Thermosetting plastics can be shaped only once. Ini
tially, these plastics are often liquid.for curing at room 
temperature. During the molding process, when the plastic is 
heated or catalyzed to make it polymerize (harden), a chemi
cal change occurs in which the molecules are tightly 
interlinked so that the plastic becomes rigid but will not 
return to its original state (Newman, J.. H. and Newman, L. S. 
1972:2).

Polyurethane foam and polyester and epoxy resins are thermosetting 

plastics.

. Thermoplastics are hard and rigid at normal temperatures 
but become soft and moldable when heated. While it is soft, 
the plastic can be given the desired shape, and this new 
shape will be retained when the material cools. The process 
of heating and molding, reheating and remolding can be re
peated over and over again (Newman, J. H. and Newman, L. S. 
1972:1). ' :
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Acrylic, high impact polystyrene, low density polyethylene, cellulose 

acetate, and fusible polystyrene pellets and tiles are thermoplastics, 

Because many plastics and their vapor and dust by-products 

are potentially dangerous, the worker in plastics should read the

section titled "Health and Safety11' in Practical Toxicology of
^ •

Plastics by Rene Lefaux (1968:195-207)The manufacturer's recommen

dations must also be observed,

Resins

These are usually syruplike liquids. Thermosetting plas
tics , they require the addition of a catalyst before they, 
can polymerize (harden into a solid). These resins are es
pecially versatile and practical for the craftsman because 
they polymerize from their original liquid state at room 
temperature (Newman, J , H, and Newman, L, S, 1972:3).

Polyester.Resin for Casting, Forming, and Painting

Cured polyester resin forms a solid/ durable, lightweight sub

stance. The cured resin can be any color, and colors may be either 

translucent or opaque. Because the color is added to the resin before 

forming the product and is therefore an integral part of the piece, 

machining processes will not remove the color. There is minimal 

shrinkage during the curing process, and the finished piece can be 

cut with a metal- or wood-working saw, drilled, sanded, polished, or 

buffed.

Procedure. A catalyst, usually methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), 

is added.to the liquid resin to set off a chemical reaction which . 

initiates the curing or hardening process. Any desired color should
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be added to the resin before the catalyst. The mixture is cured in 

a mold of the desired shape, the mold having been coated with a 

silicone release agent» The cured polyester can be finished with 

ordinary metal- or wood-working tools.

Safety Precautions. Polyester resin, methyl ethyl ketone, and 

agents for cleaning up, usually acetone or lacquer thinner, are toxic. 

They should be kept out of the eyes and away from the face. Rubber 

gloves should be worn to prevent possible dermatitis. Acetone, lac

quer thinner, and the catalyst MEK are all explosive and should be 

used only in a well ventilated area, away from open flames- or electric 

sparks. Acetone vapors are also irritating to the eyes and throat and 

can cause nausea and vomiting (Lefaux 1968:111).. The polyester fumes 

and dust released during machining processes irritate the eyes, 

throat, and lungs, and a gas mask or safety goggles and a disposable 

respirator mask should be worn.

Stage Uses. "Stained glass" windows, livery collars, various 

castings.

Polyester Resin and Acrylic Panels

Acrylic is made from polymethacrylate resin and molded under 

heat and pressure to form rods, tubes, and 4 x 8  foot sheets. The 

basic sheet is usually transparent and clear like glass. Sheets are 

manufactured in many thicknesses, from 1/16 inch to several inches.

The plastic can be machined, using metalworking power tools, and can
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be finished to a high gloss. Acrylic is lightweight and will not 

shatter easily, but it can be easily scratched.

: Procedure. Acrylic panels can be painted with catalyzed poly

ester resin to produce a "stained glass” effect. A clear panel, cut 

to the desired size' and shape, is laid over a full-sized sketch of 

the window design. Using steel- or aluminum-filled epoxy, the out

lines of the design are traced directly on the acrylic. The epoxy 

compound will be thick enough to form dams which will retain the 

resin. After the epoxy has been allowed to cure overnight,, colored, 

catalyzed polyester resin is painted or poured on the acrylic sheet 

within the limits of the epoxy dams. The resin should be applied 

thinly enough to avoid overflowing the epoxy. Because the dams will 

separate one section of resin from the next, different colors can be 

applied successively without waiting for the preceding color to cure.

Safety Precautions. Although acrylic will not ignite at 

temperatures below 400QF, the plastic should not be exposed to an 

open flame (Lang 1972:71). Acrylic dust released during machining 

processes can irritate the eyes and upper respiratory system, and 

protective goggles and a face mask should be worn. The precautions . 

listed under the preceding entry for polyester resin should also be 

observed.

Stage Usagey Colored windows.
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Polyester Resin and Fiberglass Sculpture

Fiberglass appears primarily in two forms, woven glass fabric 

and chopped strand mat. The fabric looks like ordinary woven cloth 

and has the greater mechanical strength of the two glass materials;. 

However, the glass fabric is less adaptable and more expensive than 

the mat. Chopped' strand mat is composed of short lengths of glass 

fiber held together with a bonding agent which dissolves' in poly

ester resin. The matting is very easy to manipulate and works well 

for most sculpture. Glass fiber impregnated with catalyzed poly

ester resin provides a rigid, reinforced sculpture or casting. Both 

the fiberglass fabric and the mat are available in several different 

weights (Panting 1972 :17).

Procedure. Polyester resin and fiberglass sculpture can be 

formed in positive or negative, molds or over an’armature. The mold 

must first be coated with a release agent Such as polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) so the finished sculpture may be easily removed. After apply

ing the release agent, a coat of catalyzed resin, called the gel-coat, 

is applied. If the sculpture is being formed in a negative mold, ' 

the gel~coat will be the surface of the piece. Therefore an appro

priate color may be added to the resin before catalyzing and 

application to the mold. Coloring the gel-coat will eliminate the 

need to paint the finished piece, After the gel-coat has hardened, 

a light coat of catalyzed resin is applied and the pre-cut fiber

glass fabric or mat is laid down. The remainder of the resin is
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applied to the glass laminate and .stippled through the material with 

a brush or roller. Air bubbles should be avoided, and the laminate 

should be carried at least one-half inch above the sides of the mold. 

Additional layers of laminate may be applied immediately. Any nec

essary reinforcements may be laminated into position. When the 

laminations are reasonably firm, the excess material can be trimmed 

from the edges of the mold. When the piece has cured, it can be re

moved from the mold and the edges smoothed with files or sandpaper.

The surface of the piece may be finished with various paints or with 

colored polyester resin. If the piece was formed in a positive mold, 

the surface should be given a coat of catalyzed resin to provide a

smooth face to the piece,if that type of finish is desired.

Safety Precautions. Glass fiber, particles.and polyester 

resin dust are irritants to the eyes, respiratory system, and skin. 

Disposable gloves should be worn while handling both the glass fiber 

material and the resin to avoid dermatitis, and a protective face 

mask should be worn during cutting and machining processes to prevent 

inhalation of dust. To avoid skin trouble, Lefaux (1968:198-9) ad

vises "the worker should wear loose clothing to reduce the rubbing 

of the glass fibre on the skin. Shower-baths after.work are recom

mended." In addition to these precautions, all the precautions 

mentioned under the first entry on polyester resin should also be ob

served . • , . . -
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' Stage Uses, Shields 9 helmet crests, three-dimensional pieces 

for architectural and furniture decoration.

Epoxy Resin

Primarily used as an adhesive, epoxy resin is sometimes usied 

for casting as it shrinks less than the polyester variety. The 

casting procedure, safety precautions, and stage uses are essentially 

I the same as those for polyester resin. Epoxy resin, however, is a 

great deal more expensive than the polyester variety!

Foams

. .. Plasfic foams are lightweight, cellular materials frequently 

used for insulation and packing materials 0 These foams are some

times called expanded plastics as they are formed by the expansion 

of gas under the application of heat. The final product is a rigid, 

easily worked foam which is available in a variety of shapes.

Polystyrene

Also known by the brand name "Styrofoam,M polystyrene is 

available in several densities or grades, including a self- 

extinguishing grade. The material can be easily worked with utility 

or craft knives and with simple woodworking tools. Soldering pens 

and hot wire cutters can also be used to. work the foam. Because 

polystyrene can be dissolved by many solvents, lacquers, and thin- 

tiers, these substances can be used in controlled amounts, to ,fcarve,!
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the foam. A coating of acrylic gesso or plaster of Paris should be 

applied to polystyrene before painting to prevent dissolving. How

ever, neither water based paints nor epoxy resin paints will affect 

this foam.

Safety Precautions. Polystyrene foam is a flammable sub

stance which will produce high heat and thick smoke. While the fumes 

released are not toxic, they can produce headache, nausea, and vom

iting (Hamilton and Hardy 1974:340). The self-extinguishing type of 

foam will drip hot material when a flame is applied (Lawrence 1974: 

2-3). Therefore, polystyrene foam should never be exposed to an open 

flame. The temperatures reached by a soldering pin or hot wire cut

ters are not great enough to. cause ignition, and although the material 

may smoke when cut with heat, the smoking can be controlled by keep--., 

ing the cutting surfaces clean of excess-material. The dust produced 

during sanding is a strong irritant to the eyes and respiratory sys

tem, and safety goggles and a face mask should be worn. Good 

ventilation will help disperse any dust or smoke.

; Stage Uses. Helmet crests, ornamental moldings or carvings.

Polyurethane .

This foam is available in many densities and can be worked . 

similarly to polystyrene. However, hot tools should not be used on 

polyurethane as the fumes released are.highly toxic. Polyurethane 

is impervious to most chemicals and can be painted with many of the
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coatings which will dissolve polystyrene, but because of this im

perviousness to chemicals, polyurethane cannot be "carved" by 

dissolving, ; '

Safety Precautions * Polyurethane fumes are poisonous. They 

irritate the eyes, nose, and throat, and they can cause severe chest 

pains, spasms, wheezing, cyanosis, and collapse. Some people are 

extremely sensitive to the chemicals given off during combustion and 

will react almost immediately to the fumes (Hamilton and Hardy 1974: 

335-336). Polyurethane should never be exposed to heat, especially 

an open flame, and if a worker is unsure whether he is handling 

polystyrene or polyurethane, he should assume he is working with 

the latter and avoid the use of heated tools. Polyurethane dust is 

also an irritant, and the precautions used when working, with poly

styrene should be observed with polyurethane.

Stage Uses. Helmet crests, ornamental moldings or carvings.

Special Thermoplastics

Moldable Sheets . ‘ 1

There are three types of moldable thermoplastic sheets which 

are highly desirable as scenic materials,• high impact polystyrene, 

low density polyethylene, and ̂ cellulose acetate.

High impact.polystyrene has the lowest cost per square foot 

of all thermoplastics and, as the name indicates, has very high im

pact strength„ The material is greatly flexible when heated, 

allowing fine detail. This polystyrene comes in a wide range of
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colors, is easy to paint with flexible binder, has good machining 

qualities, and has a slow burning rate with no toxic fumes emitted.

Low density polyethylene is tough and flexible. The ma

terial is translucent when heated and formed and has good machining 

qualities and impact strength. Polyethylene has a slow burning rate, 

and the fumes are considered non-toxic.

Cellulose acetate is a transparent material. This thermo

plastic has good forming and machining qualities, is available in 

many colors', and has high impact strength. The cost is moderate, 

although somewhat more than for polystyrene or polyethylene. Cellu< 

lose acetate, has a slow to self .^extinguishing burning rate (Bryson 

1972:14-16),

Procedures. All three types of moldable sheet thermoplas^ 

tics can be formed by either of two methods, mechanical ridge molds 

or vacuuforming. To use a mechanical ridge mold, a sheet of one of 

the above plastics is clamped into a frame and heated to the flow 

temperature, the point at which the material reaches a rubbery con

sistency. The three plastics above reach a flow, point between 105°- 

200°F (Bryson 1972:17). The sheet is then laid over a simple mold 

and formed by pressing the clamping frame down until level with the 

base of the mold„ The plastic is shaped by being stretched.over 

the mold.

The vacuum forming (vacuuforming) process can be used with 

either a positive or a negative mold. The plastic sheet is first 

clamped in a. frame and heated until it reaches the flow temperature.
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The heated sheet is immediately placed over the mold on a forming 

table, and the edges of the sheet are pressed into contact with the 

table, creating an air seal. The vacuum reservoir, which has been 

previously emptied of air by a vacuum pump, is opened, and the air 

trapped between the plastic and the mold is evacuated. The plastic 

is drawn against the mold by the vacuum pressure. When the plastic 

has cooled, the reservoir is closed, and the formed sheet can be re

moved from the mold.

A finished piece molded in either manner can be painted with 

flexible resins, trimmed, and joined to another piece of the same 

material or to other materials.

Safety Precautions. Although high impact polystyrene and 

low density polyethylene are slow burning; and cell,u1 ose acetate, burns 

very slowly or self-extinguishes, none of these materials should be 

exposed to an open flame„ Electric heaters should be used to soften 

each of these plastics. Some of the bonding agents used to fasten 

molded pieces together may cause allergic skin reactions, and dis-r 

posable gloves should be worn when handling such agents. Dust 

produced during machining processes may prove irritating to the eyes 

and respiratory system, and a protective mask and safety goggles 

should be worn. Finally, Lefaux (1968:168-9) cautions that allergic 

dermatitis may result from contact with thermosetting plastics due 

•to the formaldehyde used in the manufacturing process. . He feels, 

however, that such dermatitis is limited to those situations when
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the finished plastic product is in continual contacts with body tis

sues o

Stage Uses« Livery collars, helmet crests, decorative 

shields, devices for architectural and furniture decor.

Fusible Particles

Fusible thermoplastic particles are available in two forms, 

a mosaic tile 3/4 in. square and a meltable pellet. Both forms can 

be heated in an oven or a small broiler-oven at 350°F to fuse into 

larger pieces. As both the tiles and the pellets are thermoplas

tics , a fused piece can be reheated and reshaped. Fused pieces, 

when cool, can be machined with a band saw or a jigsaw (Newman, J. H. 

and Newman, L. S. 1972:3).

Procedure. Both the mosaic tiles and the pellets can be

arranged on an aluminum tray or in a Pyrex dish and placed in an oven

where they will melt and fuse together. The pellets can also be 

njielted in aluminum molds. The tiles and the pellets can be combined 

in the same fusing process. The fused plastics can be shaped or

molded by hand while still, warm, and when cold, a fused piece can be

cut with any saw, sanded, or drilled for holes. Unfused tiles may 

be joined- together, with a plastic cement. Mistakes can be corrected 

by reheating and reshaping the formed pieces.

Safety Precautions. . Although fusible thermoplastics are 

considered non-toxic, they will give off an unpleasant odor if left 

in the oven too long or at temperatures above 350°F. These plastics
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should never be left unattended in an.oven. During machining proc

esses safety goggles and a face mask should be worn as protection 

against the dust released, and good ventilation should be maintained 

throughout all processes; ■

Stage Uses. Colored windows, livery collars, jewel-like 

decorations. -

Some Selected Sources of Information 
on Working with Plastics

Bryson, Nicholas L. Thermoplastic Scenery for Theatre. Vol, 1: 
Vacuum Forming. New York: Drama Book Specialists, 1972.

Includes cost analysis of materials, using ridge 
and vacuuform molds, and the construction and opera
tion of a vacuum forming machine. '

Bunch, Clarence. Acrylic for Sculpture and Design. ; New York: Van
No strand Reinhold Co., 1972.

Includes information on manufacturing and fin
ishing processes and notes on suppliers and sources . 
of information., ,

Cherry, Raymond. General Plastics: Projects and Procedures. 4th
ed., Bloomington, 111.; McKnight &.MeKnight Publishing 
Co . 5 1967.

General information on plastics, hand and ma
chining processes, and suggestions for projects.

Lang, Nancy M. Getting. Started in Plastics. New York: Collier
Books, The Macmillan Co., 1972.

Includes information on various, plastics and ;
techniques for working-with them, also a check 
list of common problems and some sources of supply. .
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Lawrence, L. L. Polystyrene Foam Craft. RadnorPa.: Chilton 
Book Co., 1974.

Detailed information for working with polystyrene ? 
foam, suggestions for projects, and lists of materials 
and suppliers. •

Newman, Jay Hartley and Newman, Lee Scott. Plastics, for the Crafts
man. New York: Crown Publishers, 1972.

Basic techniques for working with many forms of 
plastics, ideas for projects, and sources of supply 
for tools and materials.

Newman, Thelma R. Plastics as an Art Form. New York: Chilton 
Book Co., 1962.

Comprehensive information on the properties and 
. processes of working with many forms of plastic.

Panting, John. Sculpture in Fibreglass. New York: Watson-Guptill
Publications, 1972.

Detailed information on working with polyester resin . 
and fiberglass for sculpture, including the making'of 
molds, joining and finishing methods, and a list of sup- 

. pliers in Great Britain and the United States.



APPENDIX E

: GLOSSARY OF HERALDIC TERMS :

achievement-r-the complete picture of a coat-of-arms and its attendant 
devices (Fig. 5).

ailettes--armour: shoulder pieces which extended up on either side
of the head„

annulet--a sub-ordinary; a circle with an open center (Fig. 10a).

argent--heraldic term for silvef (Fig. 7),

arms--coat-of- arms .

azure--heraldic term for blue (Fig. 7). . 1

badge--an officially recognized emblem associated with but not part 
of an achievement of arms; a mark of ownership (Fig. 2) 0 A 
personal badge was not a mark of ownership but a personal 
trademark.

banner--a square of nearly square flag which displays the owner ?s 
coat-of-arms.

bearer of arms--a person entitled to display a coat-of-arms,

bend--an Honorable Ordinary; a diagonal, band running from the upper 
right to the lower left across a shield (Fig. 8 d).

bend sinistre--an Honorable Ordinary; a diagonal band running from 
the upper left to the lower right across a shield; some
times a mark of ilegitimacy (Fig. 8 e) .

blazon--n.: the written description of a coat-of-arms and its at
tendant devices; v.: also emblazon, to draw or depict a
cpat-of-arms. • _ . ..

bordure--a sub-ordinary; a band around the edge of the shield
(Fig. 10c). -Y ... : . ...
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canton— a sub-'ordinary; a small square in the upper right corner of 
the shield (Fig. lOd).

charge--any object or design other than an ordinary or a sub-ordinary 
which is used to decorate a shield (Figs. 12, 13, 14)«

chief— an Honorable Ordinary; a horizontal band at the top of the 
shield (Fig, 8 a),

cinquefoil--a stylized, five-petaled flower (Fig, 13c).

close--heraldic term used to describe a bird standing with its wings 
closed.

coat-of-arms--hereditary, formalized decoration of a shield.

college of arms — the organization which, acting for; the government, 
grants.arms.

collar--see livery collar,

color--heraldic term for any non-metallic color^

couchant--rheraldic term used to describe an animal lying down but 
with its head lifted. '

crest--the helmet ornament (Fig. 5a),

■cross--an Honorable Ordinary; a cross, the bands of which run verti
cally ' and horizontally across a shield (Fig. 8 f).

cross-charge--a cross used as a charge (Fig. 12).

dexter--heraldic term referring to the right side of a shield from 
the point of view of the bearer.

displayed--heraldic:term used to describe a bird which has its wings • 
; and legs outspread..

emblazon— see blazon.

embowed--heraldic term used to describe an animal, usually a dolphin, 
which is curved with its head and. tail downward..

ermine--white fur with black tufts (Fig. 7).. 

ermines --black fur with white tufts (Fig. 7).
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erminois--gold fur with black tufts (Fig. 7)•

escallop-^-a conventionalized scallop shell (Fig, 14b) „

escutchon--a small shield placed in the center of a larger shield to 
show the bearer claims a second coat-of-arms in addition to 
his own.

fess--an Honorable Ordinary; a horizontal band across the middle of 
the shield (Fig. 8 b).

f1eur-de-11s--traditiona1 symbol of France; supposed to be a conven
tionalization of a field lily or iris (Fig, 13e).

fret— a sub-ordinary; a basket-weave pattern (Fig. lOf).

grant of arms— the formal issuance of the right fo bear arms. The
official document describing the arms and the reason for the 
grant -is- called the patent,

guardant--heraldic term used to describe an animal which appears full 
face on a shield.

gules--heraldic term for red (Fig, 7). 1

hatchmentT--also funeral hatchment; the lozenge-shaped panel of wood 
or canvas, bordered in black, used to display the arms of 
a deceased person.

haurfant--heraldic term used to describe a fish which is drawn ver-? 
tically, tail: downward, on the shield.

.herald— the official responsible for a complete knowledge and the
design of coats-of-arms. , Duripg the Middle Ages the herald 
also acted as an official messenger and the organizer of 
heraldic ceremonies.

Honorable Ordinaries--the earliest methods of differentiating shields;
said to derive from the bands applied to the shield for added 
.strength (Fig. 8 ). . ' - 1

jupon--a short, sleeveless, fourteenth century gown, originally loose 
but eventually more closely fitted, which was charged with the 
owner 1 s arms.' . '
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label-~a sub-ordinary; a band with three to five points placed across 
the upper portion of the shield; generally used to differen
tiate a son's arms from the father's (Fig., 11) .

leopard^heraldic term for a lion passant guardant.

livery--a servant!s uniform in his master's livery colors, often dis
playing the master's badge (Fig. 17).

livery collar--a^heavy decorated chain composed of a man's badge or 
badges 3 often with the principal badge as a pendant.

livery colors--the two colors generally associated with a bearer of 
arms, usually the first metal and the first color mentioned 
in the blazon.

lozenge--the diamond shaped shield used to display a woman's arms or 
as a funeral hatchment (Fig. 6 b); also a sub-ordinary 
(Fig. 10b).

mantle9 heraldic--a long cloak falling from shoulder to foot and
charged with the wearer's arms (Fig. 4b).

mantling--the piece of cloth worn over a helmet to protect the knight 
from the sun (Fig. 5b).

martlet--an heraldic swallow, usually drawn without feet.

maunch--a depiction of the medieval sleeve with a long, hanging cuff 
. (Fig. i4d):.

meta 1 --heraldic term for any metallic color0

mon--a Japanese family symbol (Fig. 1).

monumental brass--a brass effigy used as a tomb covering.

motto--a sentiment or saying generally associated, with a particular 
person; appears on a ribbon below the shield in an achieve
ment of arms (Fig. 5h).

mullet^^-a five-pointed star (Fig, 14c).

naiant--heraldic term used to describe a fish drawn horizontally on 
a shield. ' .
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Norman shield--a shield with a flat top and the bottom curving to a 
point (Figs. 5g, 6 a)..

or~~heraldic term for gold (Fig. 7) 0

ordinary--see Honorable Ordinaries, also sub-ordinaries.

paen--black fur with gold tufts (Fig. 7).

pale--*an Honorable Ordinary; a vertical band running down the iniddle 
of the shield (Fig. 8 c).

parting lines-r-also lines of partition; method of dividing a shield 
info different colors (Fig. 9)«

passant--heraldic term used to describe an animal standing on three 
feet with one forepaw raised (Fig. 15).

pile--a sub-ordinary; an inverted triangle with the point.downward 
(Fig. lOg).

propre--heraldic term for an object's natural colors.

purpre--heraldic term for purple (Fig. 7) . . ̂ ■

quartering— heraldic term for combining two or more coats-of7-arms on 
. one shield.

quatrefoil--a stylized* four-petaled flower (Fig. 13a).

.rampant--heraldic term used to describe an animal standing on one 
hind foot with the other three feet in the air.

Red Dragon--a dragon rampant; the traditional emblem of Wales.

reguardant--hera1 dic term used to describe an animal which is looking 
over its shoulder.

rising--heraldic term used to describe a bird which is standing with 
outspread wings.

rose--a stylized, five-petaled flower with seeds and thorns (Figs. 2, 
13d).
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roundel--# sub-ordinary; a solid circle (Fig. lOe).

Royal Banner-’-a banner displaying the arms of a ruling monarch.

sables-heraldic term for black (Fig. 7).. ■

saltire-~an Honorable Ordinary; a cross, the bands of which run di
agonally across a shield (Fig. 8 g).

scallop-^see escallop.

sejant-^heraldic term used to describe an animal sitting on its hind
quarters .

shield-^tbat portion of ah achievement of arms which bears the pic
ture of a coat-of-arms (Figs e 5g, 6 ).

• i ' - ' . •

sinistre--the left side :of a shield from the point of view of the 
bearer.

standard--a long, tapering flag, often swallow-tailed, which displays 
the owner's livery colors, badges,-motto, and sometimes his 
coat-of-arms (Fig. 19)„

st at ant ̂--heraldic term used to. describe an animal standing on all 
four feet. . •

sub-ordinaries--tone of the oldest methods of differentiating a shield
(Fig. 10).

supporter--# creature attendant to a coat-of-arms which holds up the 
; shield (Fig. 5f) . ,

surcoat--a loose, flowing robe which covered the. armour in the thir
teenth century; slit front and back below the waist for ease 

' in riding; may or may. not have been charged with arms.

surcoat, heraldic — any sleeveless,: collarless gown decorated with 
the wearer's arms.

tabard--a short,loose fifteenth century gown with wide sleeves; worn. 
■ primarily by. heralds; charged, front and back and on each 
sleeve with the master's arms:(Fig. 4a). •

Three Feathers--the badge of the Prince of Wales.

tincture-^-heraldic term for the color of an object.
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torse--the wreath of twisted clpth used to hold the mantling on a 
helmet (Fig. 5d)e

trefoil--a stylized3 three^petaled flower with a stem (Fig. 13b).

Tudor Rose--the most common badge of the Tudor mdnarchs in England; 
generally shown as a small white or red rose superimposed 
on a larger rose of the opposite color.(Fig. 2).

vair-“blue-gray squirrel fur commonly colored blue and silver (Fig. 7)

vert--heraldic term for green (Fig, 7).

volant--heraldic term used to describe a flying bird.

water bouget (budget)-r-a medieval device for carrying water consist
ing of a yoke with two suspended pouches (Fig. 14e).

White Hart--the badge of Richard II of England,

White Rose--Yorkist badge during the Englis 

wreath--see torse.

h Wars of the Roses«
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